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CHAUTAUQUA WEEK GREAT SUCCESS

ANOTHER NEW ENTERPRISE
FOR HOULTON

TWO HOULTON
BOYS SEVERELY
_ WOUNDED

Realizing the needs of an uplo
Chas. D. Kelley who is employed bv
Battery Service Station in Heu'i,. ■
the Metropolitan Life Insuranc e Co.,
several of the garage owners ha
received last week, from the office of
pooled their interests in such an en
the Vice President of the company, a
That Houlton appreciates Chautau- songs and calls. The original number
terprise and have fitted up a building
bronze medal as a reward for valu- qua is evidenced by the large atten- The Canary's Woong by Mrs. Winters on Automobile Row, on Bangor St.,
able services to the U. S. Government. (|a n ( ,e j)r(,sent at all o fthe sessons of
was of the best and showed an in- exclusively for this purpose.
also a personal letter from the V7ice
most ■ommendable of entertain- timate knowledge of nature. Air. W im | Mr. Wallace It. Gerow, an electriI President of the company, congratu intuits.
j tors was equally well reee’ ved in his t ian of considerabh* experience, has
lating him upon his success in selling
At every session Patriotism held a talking songs and piano monologues, been secured to act as superintendent,
A tel,.gram received Monday stated
_______
j such a large amount of x\ai stamps. |mos^ important part, even on Friday, I
Franklin Caveny, the poetic earcar- and in securing Mr. Gerow who is es- that Capt. Roland G. Findlay of Co. C.
Child Welfare Conference and Baby j The medal, the first one to go
, liantl Bay, those' attending the even- toonist and vapid clay modeler, is one peeiallv skilled in battery work, the |ll,3rd regiment, was severely wounded
week campaign, which is being ob-j section, is of bronze of beautiful do . jng session were thrilled by the r e-'of the best in the country. II,' is eer- new company feels that the work w i l l * 11 a<,B°n on July 2u; the last time
served this week, was auspiciously 1sign, manufactured by Tiftany & Co., •lnarj{S 0f iJan(] master, Alfred F. Zeal- , tainly busy during his hour on the be carefully and thoroughly looked ! that wor<1 was received from him,
opened at Monument Park, Sunday of New York, on the face is an Amer- ly who related bis experiences in platform as he uses both hands with after. At a considerable expense the ! -S*a*e^ that be was attending an offiI jean eagle with spread wings, also the “ going over the top,” a number which his crayon, keeps up a rapid corn er- ( building has been equipped with all ('ers school.
oyoh Idk *
Music for the occasion was fur-1tower of the Metroplitan ( o s
build- j was ntq on
program,
sation of current (‘vents and ideas and the modern appliances for such work,'
Bapt. Findlay was a member of C
nisiied
by the_____
Houlton Band, and a ^
; ing in New \ ork, the reverse side has j The slu.(.esK 0f tin series of enter- j has his eyes on his audienc* for up to |and any pen-s on who brings work to
___ _________
Diany years, he saw service in
chorus under the direction of Bernard j the following inscription, “ This medal j tajnments from a financial standpoint the minute hits. etc.
this place may rest assured that all Mexico as 1st. Lieut, of Co. L and
while he was in Augusta, previous to
Albert E. Wiggam is as convincing j work will be properly done.
Archibald, and prayer was offered by ■ommemorates valuable services to I js (lue entirely to the untiring efforts
Rev. Fr. Sllke, Hon, Chas. P. Barnes, the government of the United States |()^ ^jrs chas. A. Lyons, who alone and as well informed of affairs on tin
One feature which the new concern going to Westfield he was promoted
presided and made a few remarks fol while in the employ of the Metropol sold over 250 tickets, and who with Western Front as I)r. Clare is on Rus- .will specialize is the FREE INSPEC- to Gapt. and transferred to Co. C. At
itan Life Insurance Co., in selling War the ticket committee of which W. S. sia. In his handling of “ The Life o f/ r iO N of batteries, this will obviate the time he was called in 1917 he was
lowed by Rev. Thos. Whiteside.
Gov. Milliken was the principal Savings
battery an employee of the TIMES Publish
Stamps during 1918, an Lewin was chairman, disposed of the Our Boys in France" and the great the likelihood of L I T T L E
I work of the Red Gross his lecture is troubles hecomirg LARGE or SERI- ing Go.
* speaker and held the close attention amount exceeding Five Thousand dol required number of tickets.
He is one of the best posted men
The superintendency of all the work of vital importance. He lias been in- OGS troubles.
of the large audience, speaking along
lars, and thereby helping to win the
in
the1 Regt. and highly regarded by
fell upon Mrs. Lyons owing to the re-.timately associated with officers and
the lines of Patriotism and the occas
The plant is equipped to test, re
signation at the last minute of the j soldiers in camp, drives and hospital charge or repair, starting or lighting his superior officers.
ion for which the people from Houlton war.”
Mr. Kelley is justly proud as the president, who was elected last sum- and his experience as reporter and batteries of any make at reasonable
Word was also received that Henry
and surrounding towns had gathered.
The meeting closed with the hand possessor of such a medal and espec mer, and with a woman of the ability newspaper man has enabled him to rates. They will also carry in stock C Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
playing “America" the audience join ially proud of the words of commenda of Mrs. Lyons, the results speak for pick out what is most important. 11is at all times new batteries of the fol- H. Wilson was severely injured on
ing with singing, and benediction by
themselves.
j explanation of the souvenirs brought lowing makes. “ Gould," “ Exide," “ Ves- July IS, in action, which was the first
tion from his superior officer.
day of the big drive.
Rev. J. L. Wilson.
The opening musical attraction was D-om I* ranee and the recent invented ta" and “ Ever Ready."
Henry was employed at Campbell's
The children’s parade which was to
mit would he a lecture in
by the Fisher Shipp Goncert Go., and lile-saving suit
Bakery
when he was called into ser
have taken place Monday afternoon
NEW JUSTICE S. J . COURT they will he gladly welcomed again by themselves. His arraignment of Ger
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
vice1 with the first draft, going to
has been postponed to Saturday after
For some reason Gov. Milliken has all who heard them this season. Then- many was as severe as polite language
With the advent of improved roads
Westfield where he was for a time,
noon at 3 P. M. 1
not seen fit to recognize the superior group of 18th century songs in cos would permit.
in all parts of the county, tho usual
In the evening Dr. L. D. Bristol, legal talent n Aroostook county, as tume and the mandolin story of John
after
which he lx'came a member of
The Royal Hawaiian Singers and results are hound to follow, among
State Health Comr. addressed a large well as the need of a resident justice Henry’s Adventure, were among the players stand in a class by the'inse'lves tlnmi are1 fast driving, reckless driv- the KUrd regt. under Gol. Hume, and
audience at the Auditorium on “Work in Aroostook county and for the third best attractions of tin* course1.
Miss ar.d their inieivsiing personality, par- ing and emdemvoring to mix fuel as a went across with the rest of the hoys.
In the big drive which has been
of the Children’s Year.’’
time since the Governor has been in Shipp, the head of the company, was tieularly of their leader, appeal to the motive power, all of which will soonTuesday came the Weighing and the executive chair, he has filled hv excellent in her character parts.
going
on since July 18. when the al
Amcriean audiences. One is a pianist, Hm- or later result in damage and serMeasuring of Children, and an ad appointment vacancies, caused by
lies
have
gained so much territory,
The lecture Tuesday evening by two play ukuleles and two play guitars, ions accidents as we.l as having the
dress at 2 P. M. by Dr. Mitchell on death. Were there not any suitable
the
American
troops have been in the
Dr. Joseph Glare of London was a very Their music was sweet, harmonious 1operator's license taken away,
Care of the Eye, Ear, Nose and men in this county for the position,
lead practically all of the time, and it
and
pathetic,
and
once
heard
is
never!
in
Blaine
on
Sunday
three
men;
vivid portrayal of the Russian Revolu
Throat.
theremight he some reason why he tion by an eye witness, as he was in forgotten. George \\ . Yierra of Hono- j p arks, Scott and another man whose was the Americans who took Fismes
Rev. Fr. Silke will deliver a lecture should not choose a man from his own
on Sunday, which is an important
Petrograd as pastor of the British- lulu is said to he the foremost inter- ! name could not he learned were drivat 8 P. M. on “Teaching Obedience tc county, hut Houlton has two men,
American (Congregational! church for P'^ter of this unique music of the ingtowards Blaine, andwhen near the point, straightening out the line from.
Soissons to Rheims.
Lawful Authority.”
either :ne of whom would make an five years and left that country w i t h Baeiflc isles. Especially pleasing were 1Sanbornplace, the driver of the OverThe program for the remainder of excellent judge, and their names have
On account of this, Houlton people
his wife and three children only when J
selections on the steel guitar, and ^land car lost control of the car and it
the week, will be most interesting, been suggested to Gov. Milliken, hut
it was next to impossible to o b t a i n Abe Hula dance. All will remember ^left the road, jumping a barbed wire must he prepared for the casualty
and the exercises will be held In the no attention has been paid to it by
food. Germany had taken it all, am l't^e ,nlKhJ call, as it was faintly heard fence, turning over twice and landing list which will he coming in, during
High School Auditorium.
j friends from his own county, and as even money availed a person little. ln the distance, accompanied by the on the wheels, when the remains were this week, for with the 103rd regt. in
The
Campfire girls will serve was
case with another Aroostook When he first went to Russia beef- j drum beats. They wear their own ^picked up. Parks was found to have the front, and Go L containing the
lunches each day from 5 to 7 P. M. q 0 governor he does not seem inelin- steak could he bought for 11 cents per [ picturesque costumes ot white w ith j{i broken hip, and the other two men Houlton hoys, doing their part, it is
for the benefit of those who do not etj
anything for his own county. pound, and now it costs $2.25 per [ dashes of purple and orange.
hut natural that many will he injured,
They, were badly shaken up.
care to go home.
and some will give their lives.
I On
Thursday Governor Milliken pound. An apple costs $1, and for ' G’°- had their messages of their part
In tho afternoon, two cars, passing
When it is considered that 5 miles
Inominated Hon. Scott Wilson of Port- three lemons Dr. Glare had to pay 75 hi the world war and wore eloquent in |each other just above Bridgewater,
That some of Houlton’s prominent
on
a front of 35 miles has been taken
|land as an associate justice of the cents apiece. A blue serge1 suit cost their expsossions of loyalty to A m eri-jnoar the Nelson place, came together,
young ladies are “doing their hit” is
[Supreme Judicial court, to the vacancy $125 a short time before he left, and 1ra an(t rtppi’eeiation of what sin1 has ' aiui a]though no serious injury re- in a day it will he* some time before
shown by the fact that four of them
caused by the death of Associate Jus although it was of inferior quality, : done and is doing. Their leaden- said : i suited, both cars were1 stripped of the exact list of casualties will be
went out last week to a nearby farm
tice Arno W. King of Ellsworth.
that same suit today costs $5on. Blue1!
hi ve von American people and wee their wheeds, and generally damaged, available1, so we must he patient and
and assisted in haying.
hope* for the best.
The new justice, 4S years old, is a seu-ge1 purchased by the1 yard cost $27. cxteunl you courtesies trom our heart.” tho result of earedess driving.
former attorney general of Maine, is Of the fuel situation, he said th a t 1 Ralph. Parlette in his led ure on "The1
A Near Accident
a native of Falmouth, Cumberland whenv piw iouslv his church had paid , Fnivei sit v of Hard Knocks” chained,
It was imported to the TIMES that
GEO. H. WIGGINS
|
county.
He attended the public $35<» per year, in 1917 they had to pay and held the1 attention of practically on Sunday afternoon as two ears we're
George H. Wiggins, one of Houlcon’s
Everyone ' every man, woman and child within wailing near tlm railroad crossing at most respee'ted citizens, died sudden
The Cary Public Library has re schools of the town and graduated $4,0(10 for tile fuel supply.
ceived recently a request from the from Bates College in 1S92. He read had te> stand in line for bread, or (Mem the* sound of his voice. He has a prae- Dyer Brook, a large ear coming from ly Thursday. Aug. 1st, after an illness
i
i
‘American Library Association’s Head law in the office of Judge J. W. Sv- shoes. He' was frank and fearless in rieal nmssage1 for all. as in bis versat - Island Falls went by the ears that of only two days, at the age of 5S yrs.
eondemnation of .'..ity !e can be and is a professor, a were standing on one side1 of the road.
quarter s in Washington for more monds at Portland, and Henry G. Ter his expressions of
Air. Wiggins had been a resident of
their degradation, poet, a philosophe i# and a humorist in at sin li a terrific rate1, that one of the Houlton for about 35 yi'ars, coming
books from this community for the ry at Philadelphia, and took a special Russia’s royalty in
course in the law department at the of the1 treachery of
her high officials, the broad subject he handles without tmm standing near tin1 ear expended to here* from New Brunswick when a
men overseas.
The appeal from Washington states University of Pennsylvania. He was of the awful ravages of war, caused by gloves. Mr. I’arledtc had in his left see not only the1 large1 ear and its oc- young man. he* was a carpt'nter by
Germanv's treachery. He1 urged ah to hand a black hag which In1 said eon- e-upants thrown out. but damage to trade, and during his residence here
that new novels and good Western admitted to the Maine bar in 1895.
stories, whether new or old, are most
Mr. Wilson is a former president of think of the great nation charitably tabled the third chapter of his lecture1, the1 ears standing still. It was only a had been identified with xitany of
needed.
Books by Zane Grey, Rex the Portland common council; former as she is ignorant now, but will learn which would he1 r-vealt'd at tin1 pro- ] miracle that the fast driver brought the town's activities.
Beach, Jack London, Ralph Connor, assistant county attorney of Cumber with the aid of this country and of the'pen- time. After explaining in his own his car into the1 road, hut the' speed
For several years he was a member
Owen Wister and O. Henry are very land county; former city solicitor of other Allies. Russia saveul Paris hv quaint wav the1 bumps, bumpm- and : was not slackened in the least and the of the Board of Assessors, was also
• I
‘
i
popular.
The Public Library an Deering before its annexation to Port the lives of her peasant soldiers who '.......
humpe'e
........l-;
which
'.............1
one1 always
..................
meeds
"- car
in proce'eded at its 5o-mile an hour
town treasurer for several terms, and
nounces that it will receive and for land, and former city solicitor of Port fought while1 unprepared and almost 1liie's journe'y, he1 took from the black speed.
for a while acted as Supt. of the Fed
ward all suitable books that are turn land. He is a member of the Port unarmed, hut kept a se'etor of the hag a small glass jar containing rie»'
Soone'i- or later such driving will re eral building.
ed in. It urges the friends of the sol land, Lincoln & Deering clubs.
German army away from France1 and (and walnuts, and demonstrated thee sult in a serious accident, and then
Mr. Wiggins was an active member
diers and sailors, many of whom have
This is the sixth appointment to the the march on to Paris. In the minds'fact that by shaking the1 jar, the smal- [someone will wonder how it happened. of the Methodist Church, always tak
already responded most generously, highest judicial tribunal in this state, of the speaker America was kept outlier objects always went to the1 bottom j
ing a prominent part in all work of
to give more books.
Wood work under contractor Me the church. He was identified with
which has been made by Gov. Milliken, of the war for a time because' she* and tin1 larger to Hie* top thus making
The communication received by the something unprecedented. Gov. Milli could not stand for Russia’s form of a strong illustration of a seu-mon in it- Nair has commenceei on the Masonic
Roekabema Lodge I. O. O. F. being
Library from the Washington Head ken appointed Associate Justice Les- government and the1 principle's for j self. T o reunain at the1 "top in life s block. and brick laying will commence
one of its earliest members, holding of
quarters states that over 600,000 books |jje ^ Gornish of Augusta, to be chief which it stood, the1 slavery of her sub- journe'y erne must grow, was the1 les- next we'ek.
fice in all of the chairs and acting as
have been sent overseas. The supply justice, and Associate Justice Albert jects, etc. Almost as soon as Russia son and no matte1] how much one1 is
Mrs. Nora Taber has received word treasurer for some years.
is nearly exhausted, and several hun M. Spear of Gardiner, Gharles J. rebelled and overthrew the Czar, ! jostled, shaken and knoekee . it' he ' is ( f r o m he1]- b r o t he r . r'harles Carpenter
In 1886 he marrieid Miss Ada Brad
dred thousand more will be needed Dunn of Orono, John A. Morrill of Au America declared war on Germany, j large enough In1 w ill still i mmain at that 1m h a s a r r i v e 1 saftdy in France1,
soon by the six dispatch offices which burn, George M. Hanson of Galais, and In his closing Dr. Glare1 was most elo-jthe top. Mr. Parlette1 aIIso in a t’e w Erin* st Brt' we'r wa on the1 same1 boat ford who survive's him. a sister who
resides in Massachusetts, is the1 only
are now shipping books to France. Sqott Wilson of Portland.
quent in his tribute1 to Amen-iea for j concise sentence's pla
t he si I ua t i<m w i t h him.
immediate
relative.1 who survives.
The books are packed at these dis
what she1 is doing in this world war of the Southern front
the 1 Cl!muDuring
his
long residence1 here Air.
patch offices in strong cases, so built
and prediete'd that she1 would give1 a tauqua
audiemce1.
Arimmia, today,
HOULTON
FAIR
BOOSTERS
A
DESERVING
TRIBUTE
Wiggins
has
made1
many loyal friends.
that they serve as a bookcase.
like1 service* in assisting Russia. This spells tragedy. It is the purpose of
! The adve-rtising Committee of the He was an upright, warm hearted man
A recent issue of the Georgetown,
They go on the decks of transports,
lecture was worth a great deml to tin1 Germany to see1 that the Turks des
f Houlton
Agricultural Society, met always re'ady to do that which he felt
in cargo vessels and in naval vessels. D. C. Journal, contains the following thinking people1 in his large1 audience1. troy this Christian and long suffering
Wednesday last and made1 plans for was right, and his death will he felt
tribute
to
John
Madigan
Gunningham
Those that go on the decks of trans
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Winters were1 nation and it remmins for America to an active1 advertising campaign which
with regret by many who knew him.
ports are open so that the men may who is now in France connected with delightful entertainers, particularly in save1 Arnmnia.
l will start imnmdiately, and the Coun
the
Anierean
consulate
at
Paris,
and
have reading matter for use on the
Funeral services were held Saturday
their impersonation sketches of bird
ity will he1 thoroughly looked after in
Continued on page 4
voyage. All these books are gathered which will interest his many friends
afternoon from his late home on Kel.the way of placards, banners, etc., as
together again, however, replaced in n Houlton, where he has spent his
leran St., conducted by Rev. Thomas
follow s :
summers
for
many
years.
the cases and delivered to the proper
Whiteside, and we're' under the aus
G. H. Taben and E. B. Leghton, will
“The man with the heart of
officials in France.
pices of Rorkaluma Lodge, who in a
gold!
cover Smyrna Mills. Oakfield, Island
In France, the books are distributed
body followed their late1 brother to
We shall always be grateful to the
Falls, Sherman Mills. Patten.
by an experienced Librarian, repre
his last resting place in Evergreen
gods for having granted us the pri
L. W. Ervin and A. (). Putnam will Cemetery.
vilege of knowing John Gunningsenting the American Library Asso
cover Ft. Fairfield. Easton. Limestone
ham and for being able to call him
ciation. Most of them go to Y. M. C.
our friend. Absolutely open in all
and Spragim's Mills.
A. Red Cross and Salvation Army huts,
things, unaffected, sincere, unself
R. A. Palmer Jr., and L S. Puring- SELECTMEN’S REPORT
hospitals and canteens.
Others go
ishly generous and self-sacrificing,
ton will cover Presque1 Isle1, Caribou.
a
constant
never-failing
source
of
directly to chaplains and officers.
AUGUST 1., 1918
New Sweden, and Washburn.
sympathy, solicitude and encour
It
is
our
purpose
and intention to
agement, modest, gracious, faith
G. G. Lunt will look after Ashland,
follow
the
method
used
last year and
ful, kind, he was carried tG the
Portage and Masardis.
pinnacle of popularity among the
inform
the
public
each
month as to
| A. K. Stetson, Amity, Gary. Orient,
men of the College way back in
the amount expended in the different
and Danforth.
Freshman and there he has always
There is no present danger of a
departments of town activities.
remained. He is of that splendid
Geo. H. Benn, Hodgdon and Linneus.
shortage of man power to keep the
group who, if need be, will pound
An overdraft in any account last
T. J. Fox. roads leading to Mars
American armies Allied up. Members
and pound till the crack of doom.
year is the first item charged this
Hill
and
Westfield
and
side
roads.
It is this kind of a man that keeps
of the Senate military committee were
ye'ar and all are included in the fol
Rex Gilpatriek. Davidson.
the wheels of Progress in motion,
so Informed Saturday during their
and it is the Cunninghams, few
Lester Ellis, St. John river points. lowing totals, while the unexpended
weekly
conference with General
though they he, in the world that
Harry Grinnell, Fort Kent and vic balances from last year are not taken
March, chief of staff, at the war de
makes life worth fighting for and
into account until the close of the
inity.
friendship the wonderful thing
partment.
that it is.”
James W. Gallagher. New Brunswick year.
The number of American divisions
route's.
(1e ne r a 1 Go v e rnme nt
$852.U
actively engaged on our sector in
Protection of Pen-sons
NEW RULING ON SUGAR
France has been increased to eight
2.889.63
and Prope'rty
CONSUMPTION
LITTLETON CAMP MEETING
now, Including the first, second, third i
Health and Sanitation
.”>36.25
i The supply of sugar for distribution
Littleton Gamp Meeting opens next
and fourth regulars, and the 26th,
962.61
Light
i in Maine for the month of August is
Sunday. Aug. 11, and closes the fol
28th, 32nd and 42nd National Guard.
1.962.50
Water
Jonly about one-third of that available
lowing Sunday, and a most interesting
General March announced that it was
Highways and Bridges
15.018.60
I for July, hence purchasers will he al
the 42nd division which met and de
program has lmen planned.
5.578.48
Parity and Soldiers Aid
low ed only TW O POUNDS for each
feated the Prussian Guards during
Many
prominent
speakers
will
he
23,487.75
Education
member of every household until
■i , ■
.$■
j
the present week.
500.00
present, among themi being Rev. A r Library
further notice; and the traders of
Total embarkation of American Aroostook County are respectfully re
2,872.67
Inf
e
1
re'S
t
thur B. Moss, of N. Y.. Rev. Geo. B. j
troops during July broke all records, quested to take notice of this change
1.000.00
Liabilities
Dean of Philadedphia, Rev. Robt. A.
it was announced officially, more than land sell accordingly.
£
1.246.49
Unclassified
Colpits, of Somerville1, Mass.
_800,000 men having been shipped.' The Food Administration rules that
Rev. Felix Powell an Evangelist,
The (ra n d total embarked to the end retailers can sell to any holder ot a
Total
$56,707.15
well
known in the spiritual world, will
Joly haa paeeed the 1,300,000 mark, sugar card one week’s supply at one
F R A N K A. PEABODY
o
T1m previous high monthly record time,
he present, and each day the program
HOWARD WEBB
GNi ri D
SI A ! I S
I O C i)
A D M ! N IS T A f I O
w as tor June, when 276,000 men w ere1
ROBERT M. L A W L IS
CHARLES P. BARNES,
has many attractions for those who

Largest Attendance Ever and a Financial Success

Many Casualties Expected

Opening of Child Welfare
Conference

SOLDIERS IN FRANCE NEED
MORE BOOKS

NO DANGER OF A SHORTAGE
OF U. S. SOLDIERS

k

BLOOD orBREAD

. Others are'Jiving tneir blood
You. will shorten the war save life i f vou eat only what
vou need.and waste nothing

sent oversees.

' Food

'’Administrator— Aroostook

Co.

attend.

Selectmen of Houlton, Me.

HOULTON

ONE ARM Y

[do not escape scatheless, the Govern
ment under the soldier and sailor in-

BsMbUstwd A p ril 11, 18<0

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1918
ONE COMM AND

be seen how great a
It begins to >e seea
.
an(j
suranr e law gives protection to the j step was taken tow an e c
’vlien
HOULTON TIMES
wounded and their dependents and to consequently to ward victory,
ALL T H E HOME NEW S
the families and dependents of those; the allied European and American
governments agreed that for the
Published every Wednesday Morning who make the supreme sacri.'L.c for
,-ar their forces
great
purpose of the wi
their Country.
by the Tines Publishing Co.
under

J

C H A 8 . H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.

MAN

it to make herself noticed? We dojthe shades of her prettily furnished ' and when he comes into the inherithear that criticism more times than'parlor, that the world in passing may ance of citizenship, may be depended
we wish we did, and if you admit it, I catch a glimpse of the happy picture upon to avenge himself on the socieyou probably hear it, too.
j within, does a good work for civiliza-! ty that perpetrated the fraud upon
Then this wise little bulletin says: tion.
him.
substitute knowledge of cost and

prices for criticism of profits persom
>
scem to be making. That hits a con

Testing U ncle’s Faith
Bennett Ulark,
who was a few
, ...
,
i i i l
‘AVe’d have more pravers answermonth igo holding
down a desk jo b 1
......
.
* ' „
,

should become ns one army
UV|.1S , , >nli,,„ntjlll a,)vlser
his f th
ie< ’ sal(
Hoss. of Muskogee,
one command. When gratifying re .lition rtKht on tho nail hoa.l.
complain very many times over at tin*
)
sults appear, let us not overlook the
now a lieutenant “ if we had more faith.
“ Too many of us are like Willie.
means. The manoeuvres directed by cost of things, because cost is higher j ( . 0 ] o n f l j General Wood, who has been
than
it
used
to
bo
on
that
special
ar
Willie,
on a visit to his uncle’s in the
a leader in lighting circles for half a
the master strategist cannot all he
tick*
and
we
say
that
the
dealers
arc
country,
admired a fine colt.
lifetime,
has
been
relegated
to
a
sub
traced as they are made, secrecy and
making fortunes out of war conditions. ordinate job somewhere out West.
“ ‘ Uncle, give me that colt.
will
silence being imperative until their
We really don't know anything about
you?"
he
asked.
objects are attained; hut now and
it, and the chances are tho. man is
“ ‘Why so. Willie,’ said his uncle.
then, after the striking of a sudden
There are many so-called homes
losing
right
along
or
at
least
shaving
‘That'sa very valuable colt, and I
blow by troops that were supposed
that do not deserve tin* name at all.
very
close
to
the
wind.
couldn’t
afford to give him to you.
to he far distant from the point of
Home means comfort, hut when we
If we took the pains to find out
Ho you want a colt so badly?”
attack, we are allowed to know how
have it fixed up so elaborately that
" ‘I’d rather have a colt than any
they came to lie there just at the about business conditions we should we must sit in the garret or tho hack
spare
a
lot
of
unnecessary
comment
thing
else in the world,’ said Willie.
right moment. Of this we have a pres
yard to genuinely enjoy ourselves,
about
things
in
general.
Substitute
“
‘Then.’
said his uncle, ‘I’ll tell you
ent illustration which is worthy of
then it is the time we made a change
notice. Having let theGerman driv- performance tor argument, and service and turned out the too-good-to-use ar what you ought to do. Since you want
ing forces squeeze into the position , tor sheers, says the teacher.
Here ticles and substitute for them real a colt that much, you ought to pray
where he wished to have them, ami -again tin* fine small voice of con- homely things that we could enjoy ev for out*. Whenever I want a thing
lined the living wedge with- j science tells us that we art* too apt to ery day of tin1 year and every moment 1 alway pray for it. and then it is
having
pe
. ure to come to me.'
in an allied
fence through which it need this caution, the best of us. And of the day.
‘‘ ‘ Is that so. uncle?’ said Willie,
could not break, so that theonly way , hi this commentary I am not tb'seryeagerly. ‘Won't you please give me
out was rearward, Gen. Foch took ing in the least the wonderfully fine
If yen ask a child where home is he this colt. then, and pray for one for
the offensive and launched a series , things flu* women are doing, all along
would say wh *re mother is. Home of vourself.' ”
of impetuous assaults, first on one, the line1. It is just a word of caution
our childhood, when1 mother reigns
flank, next on the other, and then on'against insidious foes that just wait to
A Jew filled out an information
for
us
in
unguarded
mosoothes our heartaches, minis
both at once.
This was precisely make trouble
ters to our needs, protects us from the blank sent him as follows: Name, Is
what we had anticipated he would .incuts,
And substit ite marketing for tele blasts of life. This is home on earth. rael Goldstein; horn, yes; business,
do, cutting into both sides of tin
But we must strive to secure the home rotten.
German wedge toward its base, thus , phoning. In these days of short
"where
they know not the sorrow of
hampering retreat and threatening amount of service available1, of fiuctu- time.” Home beyond the dark river
of ating prices and of scarcity of articles
the encompassment and capture
Jeven tin* most common, the person of death, when1 no sweet ties are sev
the spearhead.
who can go to market herself and take ered, with God the Father, God of Son,
The German Grown Prince, on find. |advantage of the morning's best bar our Saviour, our mother and father, i
ing himself in the intended difficul gains is^not only saving for herself brothers and sisters, all there, in that
ties, his losses of both men and guns hut doing a very important personal beautiful “ home of the soul.

POW ER

We read much of man power
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year
these
days; human power is a better
in advance, $200 in arrears; in Cana
da $2.00 in advance, $2.50 in arrears. term, because it emphasizes the fact
that the women and children also
Single copies five cents.
N o Subscription cancelled until all constitute a great factor in this war.
In the final victory every man, wom
arrearages are paid
an and child in America can and
Advertising rates based upon circula should have a part.
tion and very reasonable.
In comparing the man power of
Germany with that of the United
Entered at the post office at Houlton
States it must he borne in mind that
for circulation at second-class
a much larger proportion of the*
postal rates.
manual labor of the man power of
the nation is performed, is exerted
Legal N ew spaper Decisions
by the German women than by the
1. — A ny person who takes a paper re 
gularly from the Post Office— w’hether women of America. It is said that in
constituted
directed to his address or another, or peace times the women
whether he has subscribed or not,
Is 42 per cent of the
agricultural and
responsible for the pay.
industrial labor of Germany.
They
2. — If any person orders his paper dis
work
in
the
fields,
in
the
factories,
in
continued, he must pay all arrearges or
the publisher may continue to send It the mines, at the very hardest and
until payment Is made and collect the most laborious tasks, doing the work
whole amount, whether It Is taken from
only done by men in this Countf’y.
the office or not.
Ger
3. — The Courts have decided that re With a great proportion of the
im
fu sin g to take newspapers and periodi- man men in the army, it is not
•cals from the post office, or rem oving and probable that women now constitute
leaving them uncalled for, is prlm a facia
by far the largest half of German
•evidence o f fraud.
If you want to stpp your paper, write manual labor.
The women of the United States
to the publisher yourself, and don’t leave
It to the post-m aster.
are nobly, uselfishly, manfully, one
. j may say, bearing their share of the
F o r A d v e rtis in g R ates app ly to th e Pree j burdens of war. By the grace of God
Iden t and M a n a g e r
— — and the power and courage of Amor; ica the fate of the German women becoming terribly heavy, his reserves,i ......
his
is not andwill never
lie their. But being rapidly used up and
his best
best j s,'rvi<'eto bf’r country. And suhstituti
A C A LL TO D U TY
Don’t feel
^hat
be
tbeil assistance and shock troops in danger of being cut >Production for pessimism
From the battlefields in
that tin? world is going wrong anyhow
there
mat ;I>co-operation
,.
., full
.... assump- off, became so desperate that he took
and, their
their
full
might as well let it, and do
.
,, comes
„ , an unspoken call
,
co-operation
and
n every
and duties of on himself the humiliation of apply- j anb
should
find an answer^
answer in
every' . ^ . the
.. burdens
.
,
or
„
,
,
tion of the burdens
e rtcen great
(jay ^hat tJie united States is to ing for a loan of troops from t h e ' no*b*nK towards raising standard
American s heart.

Is not the happiest man or woman
the most successful in the highest
sense of the word? Given the comforts
of life, is anything more desirable than
products. We are charged with the tho sunshine of a happy home, where
events in Europe, the successes of exert its full power in ridding the army of the Bavarian Frown Prince, mission of making two blades grow a loving wife, and merry, happy child
American arms on the fields of France world of that intolerable German kul • , liuppreeht complied, sending a num- where one grew before, of making the ren abide, and where friends congre
of her of his divisions from tin* Picardy
should
. . , makes
.
.brute
,
...
„ spur every American to great-' tur which
soldiers
least go the farthest possible, and we gate for cheerful, inspiring associa
.front to assist Frederick William in
* r _ftjiort
,
—
.
the men and slaves of the women.
ought to accept this mission with a tion? Industry and temperance and
[the Marne salient.
But
Foch had
Our people at home should not rest |
courage will bring to any man the
will.
on the laurels of our soldiers In !
nt,
thlk,
T
f.,
W O M EN KEEP SECRETS
nn this
Do was ready. His
comforts of life. Add to this a kind
There
are
hundreds
of
ways
in
which
France Everv-death on the field of !
WOMEN KEEP SECRETS
<ounted on this. He u s read>.
trance, n/very aeatn on the neiu o r ,
word went to Haig, and before the by disregarding these simple rules we heart and a generous, tactful considhonor in the line of duty and for our
England yielded to the necessity of
.
aro not only depreciating our own eration toward all men and life is
Country’s cause should be a call to u. employing women m banks and o t h - j ^ ^
an e()|tal nllnll)<, r „f
tor every sacrifice and every exertion er establishments m place of men
(|ivisjons w#|t d(,t!u ht,(1 fmm ,h(. values, hut giving actual aid to the complete,
* * *
to aid the cause for which our sol- with feelings of doubt as to whether I
n tront an„ ,m)ved t0 thl, bat. enemy. This Summer and this com-,
Every child has a right to such an
fliers are fighting for which our sol- the adjustment would prove satisfac- j ^ ^
southwost ()f Khclms. A „. ing year is a time when the most infliers have died.
tory. Men had been called to the i cording to a French dispatch, their sidious, the most persistent, the most education as will qualify for life’s duIncrease production, decrease c o n - colors and were leaving in such num- transport from the British front to wicked endeavors to make our spirits ties. This is recognized as a patriotic
sumptlon, save and lend to the Gov- hers that it became necessary to in- the Champagne front was executed flag, our courage falter is to be made; duty by the state. The permanence
work women
who had in a most skilful manner, Foch and the moral status of our souls is as im- of our political institutions depends on
ernment. Every cent lent to the duct into the..............
no..
United States Is used to support, not had much if any previous train- Haig having prepared for just such portant as the physical status of our the intelligence of our citizenship
But it has been an emergency. Indeed, the divisions bodies. Every grumbler, every cart1- -’The bayonets of foregn soldiers are
strengthen, and aid our soldiers in ing in that line.
, found that women have made good had been picked--Highlanders, Eng less person, is a joy to the enemy, and loss to he feared than are the ballot
France.
[and are proving efficient in both eler- lish country men, Australians and a trouble to our Gountry. It is our>0f ignorant voters.” The welfare of
plain duty to remember this and let no the state depends more on the moral
j leal and other lines. When first in New
Zealanders..and before
Von
W JHEAT
ducted into hanking work there was Boehn knew what had happened the fault finding, no criticism, cut across and religious training of her citizens
In 1879 a big wheat crop, sold at
some questioning as to whether they new arrivals had pierced the right the smooth harmony of a united na than on their intellectual training, yet
lilgh prices, put the United States
I could and would keep a secret. Brit flank of his army, despite the efforts tion. We would scorn to furnish bul the state makes no provision for this
round the corner in its struggle to re
lets to the enemy. Let us scorn to moral discipline. In some eases it
ish directors and managers were ap- of tho Grown Urinee.
sume specie payments— when it was
furnish comfort in the way of a dis makes it difficult or even impossible
that depositors would
In a fair way to fail, before the farms Prehensive
j
This incident shows the wisdom satisfied, critical, dispostion that robs to secure such training. The training
withdraw their business from hanks
and advance of placing, all the ar- somebody else of their courage and of the mind is not all. There must he
of Indiana and Iowa were heard from.
for fear that their financial affairs
I mies of democracy at the disposition j therefore their full measure of work a training of the moral sensibilities,
A big wheat crop, sold at high prices, j
might become the subject of gossip I
put the country round the corner,
of a generalissimo, who may draw j ing {lowers. When a man or woman particularly the will. Not all this is
and the secrecy enjoyed when men
again in 1896, when it was trying to ,
from any front whatever force ho i is discouraged, or belittled, something the duty of the public school; part is
, were more exclusively employed vioget out of the slough into which the i
j needs for the main operation of the
duty of the church, hut the
! fine goes out of them to their ever- the
mo merit. And it gives us tin1 reason
panic of 1893 had cast it.
jj lated.
largest part U the fum tion of home.
! lasting trouble.
But results have proven that worn
And in this year of stress, American !
i for the unheralded appearance of
Every chib! <1 erived. by wh.U ever
en make efficient workers and they
crops— barring some extraordinary ,
[American troops at various
points,
means, of the education and training
jean be trusted quite as much as men
Count no expense loss that make
calamity between now and fall—a s -;
j Foch has tested the quality of our
is demanded out an inalienable right,
'in the matter of keeping business setin1 home more delightful.

J

sure the forces of liberty sufficient.
men. He finds that he can trust them
food in the next twelve months. There |crets- In
Country the plan has to go right on and through where the
worked out to advantage, and the re
1s a lot of disputation just now as to
fighting is fiercest.
Where he puts
sults secured In the English experiwhat human occupations are essential
them there is work to do. Their ap
jment are not a surprise although they
and what are not, or as to which are
pearance at. a new point is like a cita
I were not entirely expected in England,
more essential and which are less. It
tion for valor. And it is a proof that
j However, the testimony of a leading j
1s a much more intricate and dubious
the supreme command is mindful of
|banking magazine published in Lon
problem on the whole than many ,
all resources for the winning of the
But there I don is quite convincing.
It states
corksure people suppose.
war.
well |that it is “ gratifying to think that
1s no doubt about wheat. It may
be that this crop will prove a ptlme|‘ « " three >'e a rs ' experience of the
A W AY TO SAVE
toctor In putting us round the biggest new conditions no ground whatever
The Canadian food bulletin, which
and hardest corner we have ever y e d has been ‘ o '"” 1 fo r th M e fears
K is
women
[was
recently issued, contains some
reasonable to believe that
come to.
have been permanently taken into the j suggestions which are just as applinew service, and that because of the cable in this Country, perhaps even

We are happy in this world just in
proportion as we make others happy.
* * *
The way never to have cloudy
weather is to have the sun inside of
you.
* * *
The world would he much better
than it is if people would live up to
their obituary notices.
* * *

After

THEY ALL DEMAND IT
Houlton, Like E very C ity and Town
in the Union, Receives It

People with kidney ills want to be
cured. When one suffers the tor
tures of an aching back, relief is
eagerly sought for. There are many
remedies today that relieve, but do
not cure. Doan’s Kidney Pills have
brought lasting results to, thousands.
Here is Houlton evidence of their
merit.
Mrs. W. I. Farrar. 138 Military St.,
says; "From
my experience with
Doan's Kidney Pills, I can say they
are a good remedy. About two years
ago. I was down in bed for over a
week with kidney trouble. My back
was so lame and painful 1 couldn’t
turn over without assistance. Sharp
pains darted through my kidneys eve
ry move I made. I was very nervous,
had dizzy spalls and splitting head
aches.
My kidneys didn’t act right
at all. I read a testimonial given by
one of my neighbors who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills and I got some at
O. F. French & Son’s Drug Store. A f
ter using them a short time, I got re
lief and continued their use— until
cured.”
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy— get
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
Mrs. Farrar had. Foster-Milburn Co.
Mfgrs. Buffalo, N. Y.

dinner

HOULTON PEOPLE SHOULD
EAT PIE DAILY

Pie is wholesome, combining both
fruit and grain. Those who have
trouble digesting pie should take ONE
SPOONFUL simple buckthorn bark,
glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-l-ka.
This flushes the ENTIRE bowel tract,
removes foul matter which poisoned
your stomach for months and relieves
AN Y CASE sour stomach, gas or con
stipation and prevents appendicitis.
Leaves stomach in condition to digest
ANYTHING. O. F. French & Son.

When a man has no mind of his
If you feel uncomfortable,—gas pressure,
own, he can easily find a woman who
heaviness, sour stomach, drowsy, head
I will give him a piece of hers.
H O L D Y O U R L IB E R T Y B O N D S
ache,— take a teaspoonful of that honest,
loss of men who formerly held these more applicable, than they are in Can* * *
To successfully finance the war it is positions as well as because of the ac]a That country has been hearing
okl-time prescription, the original “L .F .”
necessary that owners of
Liberty satisfactory service since secured the blunt of trouble longer than we I Marriage seems never so much a Atwood’s Medicine. It will relieve you
bonds hold their bonds if possible. women will hereafter continue to and has settled down more to t h e i faiIure to a nian as when something quickly and improve your general condi
Where for any good reason it is nec serve in these capacities.
hard realities. The people understand j « oes wrong at home that he can’t pos- tion by cleaning your system of impure
sibly blame his wife for.
essary for them to turn their bonds
accumulations so you won’t have any dis
better and are doing better in some
Into cash they should seek the advice
agreeable attacks. Reckon
ways than we are. They are less criti
M O T H E R ’S V A C A T IO N
of their bankers.
The
roots
of
nine-tenths
of
the
failwell the cost of things in
cal and more determined, less vaseilOne of our exchanges says that we (
Liberty loan bonds are very desirires in intregrity, the departures from these war-thrift times; think
Able Investments, and crafty Individ- hate to admit it we men folks— but lating and deeper imbued with the
realization of what this world war honesty, the deceits, the trickery, lies how cheap this remedy is at
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AAtS are using various means to se- mother is about the only person
only ONE CENT A DOSE.
So their little bulletin, in car- in the false standards of the home,
cure them from owners not familiar around the house who never gets a means.
There’s no blood-purifier or
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
rying the message I shall speak of, is
* * *
with stock values and like matters.' real vacation.
Corner Pleasant Street and
real
corrective of constipa
from the doing just the work needed there, perSome men say they are perfectly
One method is to offer to exchange | Mothers are peculiar,
Highland Ave.
and hal)s- but more surely doing the work willing to spend their whole lives in tion that is more economic
for Liberty bonds stocks or bonds of ( standpoint of husbands and sons
needed here. It has a little paragraph making their wives happy, hut they al and beneficial. Price f>0
doubtful organizations represented as daughters. A husband will go on a va
don't spend any money for the same cents. Buy of your deal
headed War Substitutes.
returning a much higher income than cation just as sure as the season for
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
er the TRUE ‘ *L. F.” made
Thus far, when speaking of war sub purpose.
the bonds.
vacation comes, and no matter wheth*
*
*
by
the
L.
F.
Medicine
Co.,
stitutes, we are prone to think at once
SHAW & THORNTON
There are various other methods er business is flourishing or not. P e r
The housewife, who at night raises Portland, Me.
only for food; we immediately think
ATTO RNEYS
used and likely to be used, some of haps the fish are not actually calling
of corn for flour and syrup for sugar,
Prompt
attention
to all business
the gold-brick variety and others less him— but he thinks they are. Daughand occasionally of woo l for coal. We
Houlton,
M ains
crude and probably within the limits ter, too, packs her traveling bag when
do not go further than that, and with
Probate matters have Special
of the law.
All offers for Liberty she wants to and starts off for some
reason, perhaps. Wo have not thought
Attention
W hv worry ti I tout Tires, equip your e a r w i t h
bonds except for money and at mar- college mate’s home for a few days or
further than that as yet except in sin
ket value should be scrutinized care- j weeks. Brother starts off on an autogle personal instances. We may pos
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
fully. The bonds are the safest of in- mobile tour or goes to some river resibly think of an old gown instead of
O F F IC E A T R E S ID E N C E
vestments and have nontaxable and sort for a week or so.
a new, or of silk instead of cotton,
other valuable features.
| But mother too often stays at home
129 Main St.
Houlton, Me.
some of us. So this suggestion from
To hold your Liberty loan bonds, if and makes things comfortable and
the friends in Canada may give a
T el. 239-3
possible, is patriotic. To consult your happy for the members of the family
broader,
wider
meaning
for
this
phrase,
T E E T H F IL L E D W IT H O U T P A IN
bankers before selling them is wise. who happen to he there.
that
is valuable.
B Y T H E
NEW
A NA LG E 3 IO
Does mother ask for a vacation .’ Of war substitutes,
First, it says, suhstituti1 co-operation
M E TH O D , A B S O LU TE LY SAFE.
course not!
Mother doesn’t have
T H E 8 0 L D I E R ’8 C H A N C E S
time to ask for one. She works from for criticism. Many of us feel at first
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
Great as the danger and large as sun to sun and longer. She sews for hand that this is a bit of impertinence,
D E N T IS T
hut
is
it?
Are
we
taking
hold
and
do
the losses in the aggregate, the in daughter, mends for son, fixes up the
It
na r
,w ic e
a f
ere
an<! he innpy.
dividual soldier has plenty of chance^ last summer’s Palm Beach for father. ing what is suggested by others, with
also guarantiee!
DR. J . F. PALMER
y u a : a i t t t. ( i f o;
;,ooo n i l e s
of coming out of the war unscathed, She gets daughter’s vacation clothes a single thought of helping in what
D E N T IS T
or at least not badly injured.
oo m i l e s a n d
ready. She sends her hoy away on an ever is first needed, or are wo stand
ynuetures.
J u M t h i n k , a ; i A a g e ot
Based on the mortality statistics of excursion. She sees that dad’s appar ing back and saying 1 don’t see the
O ffice over French’s Drug Store
mile
of
i t.
the Allied armies, a soldier’s chances el is fixed up all right before he need of that, or I could do it differ
Office Hours: 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
i n s u r a n c e a g a i n s t |>unrture f o r e v e r y
ently and better, or she is only doing
Others by appointment'
are as follows:
leaves for the fishing waters— hut she
Twenty-nine
chances of coming
Telephone
164-2
stays at home.
W e c a r r y t h e m i n a l l s i z e s to
home to one chance of being killed.
All of which shows that there is
W hen y o u feel that y o u r
Forty-nine chances of recovering something vitally wrong with the
; VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE
fit a l l c a r s
from wounds to one chance of dying
Specialists in the use of High
stom
ach9
liver
o
r
blood
is
makeup of ordinary folk in these days.
Frequency Electricity
from them.
If we had the proper respect for moth
o u t o f order, renew their
Paralysis. Goitre, Neurasthenia, Wo
remark a Lie tne
if
v o n t ".e a i i v a u t a i
One chance In 500 of losing a limb.
low
•l
us
er we would compel her to take her
manly Troubles. Sciatica, Rheuma
health b y taking
W ill live five years longer because
tism, Eczema, Diseases of the stom
vacation— and then we would take
of physical training, is freer from
ach, Kidneys and Bowels.
ours, If conditions are right.
A special department where Massage,
disease in the army than in civil
So why not change things a mite
hand, vibratory and electrical is
life, and has better medical care at
given under the direction of a train
this
summer.
the front than at home.
ed expert. Women attendants.
F o r d S a le s a n d S e r v ic e
Why not go to mother and insist
In other wars from 10 to 15 men
Consultation free.
4ied from disease to 1 from bullets; that she go away for a couple of weeks
Office hourrs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.
1n this w ar 1 man dies from disease or months to visit back home or to get
Office In Dunn Furniture Block
to every 10 from bullets.
' a change of living at a little summer
l.ir« » i> S al* ot Amj Mwttcfaa* la th * WotftdL
Telephone 80
.J
F o r those o f our fighting men who resort?
Sold •▼ •*rw h *r*. la box**, 10«., 25c.
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|FIRE FINDER AIDS
ALL SHELLS MUST
FOREST RANGERS
PASS RIGID TEST

dominion, and we have recoil 1 from
that their race has lived by since John
Dim liquid with small stars— Thun
it toward f h-,' Kingdom of God. .'« - »- der storms.
Jmet the Barons at Runnymede.
<; ttion has impel!' 1 us tm.ard con e1 What our brother of the north did
Large dakes Heavy air, overcast
High up at the lookout st ation on
Have ;. ou ever stopped to think .jnst (
,.........
Congregational
|in France and Flanders is now matter
sky; snow in winter.
Rev. T. P- Williams, Pastor.
i of history. Writ larger than the Plains the peak of Mt. Hood in Oregon a for- ( how ammunition experts manage topie, we are purified of the dross ^of" Threads in upper part— Windy
Preachlaf service 10.30 A. M.
of ( check up the huge quantities of can-]ong vears of fattened ease and the
of Abraham are Ypres and Loos est ranger' sees a thin column
weather.
Sunday School following A. M. ser
smoke
rising
against
the
horizon.
non shells shipped to the front? Dotrue gold of the spirit of Christ finds
! from this time forth names of heroic
It is the beginning of a forest fire, , you know that extremely fine electri- ‘Ifull reflection in us, then will Ameri
vice.
invocation. We followed his splendid
When Greek is Useful
and the ranger must report it to the j cal precision apparatus is employed ca have made the supreme discovery
Evening Song Service 7.30 P. M.
bloody progress, with a tug at the
Weekly Prayer Meeting Tuesday
proper supervisor so fire fighters may for the purpose? Among such devices — will have found her soul.
“
Do
you
beleive in the study of
heart and a longing to be beside him,
J t h e delicate electric chronograph.
evening at 7.30.
_______________ Greek and Latin?”
sharing the anguish and the glory, be sent out.
For determining the exact location 1a highly sensitive and accurate elecproving ourselves of the same invinci
“ Sure,” replied Farmer Corntossel.
of the fire a unique instrument, some-. trical instrument used for recording
F irtt Baptist
ble spirit. Our waiting became n
tolerable while he, the vounger. made Ith,n* like an engineer s transit, cal-j the speed of shells in flftht. This inCourt St.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastorRpdm-tion hy half of the time it nmn " ho hasn't aI» > hlaS ' ™ t h exhis magnificent effort, showing us t h e " " ! » flre
'*
th,‘
showed the or,Inane e inspec
10.30 morning worship with sermon. way. And now we are there, shoulder vention of William Ik Osborne, Jr., tors of the Russian government that was originally
estimated it
would ' I)resb*ns *n p^a*n English ought to
they were sending shrapnel shells take to put America’s first field army |have something to occupy his mind
12.00 Bible School with classes for to shoulder with him, at last brothers forest examiner
A perfectly level cedar base hoard, through the air at the rate of 1950 in France was disclosed with the for-i with.”
men and women.
in the field, as we have always been
7.00 gospel song service and sermon. brothers in blood, in aspiration, in all a lower plat** of soft gray steel, an feet per second!
mal announcement by Gen. March ,
________
upper plate of steel which revolves
A Russian test on American-made that three? full army corps had been
8.00 Aftermeeting.
that makes up the tradition of the
Popular Science
about the lower plate— this much is ammunition was conducted at Lake- organized hy Gen. Pershing and that
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week Anglo-Saxon race.
“ I suppose you understand the
easy but from there on the parts an? hurst, N. J. where over .'koOiljiOo shells
prayer service.
the number of soldiers sent overseas
a little more complex. But, to locate were tested. Each shell could not, of
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at
now numbered more than 1,200,000. science of government.”
the fire, the ranger simply squints course, be tested, so the inspectors
church.
“ To be fiank.” replied Senator Sor
The IS division composing the corps,
(By Edith Barnard Delano of Tht
through a tiny hole and brings the satisfied themselves with checking up
((insisting of four regular, nine na ghum, “ I ’m not as strong on the
Vigilantes)
pointer on the other side to hear on 60 shells from every 25,000 produced.
First Presbyterian
tional guard and five national army science of government as I ought to
The old lady came in laughing.
smoke He then knows the fire If one shell when fired failed to reg
Cor. High and Military Sts.
divisional units, probably will
com
‘V e il, I heard a mighty funny story jjes s01newj1Pre on the line of the steel ister properly on the photo taken by
he. I have meant to take it up, but
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
pose
the
first
army
which,
with
supjust
now,”
said
she,
“
and
yet
't
wasn’t
ribbon running across the map which tln> electrically operated camera, the
Morning service at 10.30.
lemental troops .sue as heavy artil I have been tied right down to my
so funny, either!"
is drawn on the lower steel plate1. The1 whole lot of 25.000 shells was im
S. S. at 11.45.
studies in die science of how to get
lery,
will total a million men.
Her son William looked up with a exact distance on the line is estimated mediately returned to the manufac
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
Instead
of
one
field
army
on
Janureelected,
twinkle. ‘‘Sounds like the fellow that by a comparison of the topographic turer.
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
ary 1, 1919. as originally planned, it — — — ■
said
he certainly did have a jolly good features along the line of sight with
Evening service last Sabbath of each
The electric chronographs or split- now appears probable that two such
time at his old uncle’s funeral,” said those shown on the map.
month at 7.30.
second clocks used in timing the ve armies will he operating in France by
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening he.
Another method consists in putting locity of the shells when fired, are that date, hacked hy full AmericanBut the Old Lady was not to be dis
at 7.45.
a strip of celluloid around the edge1 of ! connected up to a network of electric built, and maintained supply
lines.
couraged
when she had a story to tell.
-BUY:
Service at Foxcroft Church each
the map, and after sighting the fire, wires placed at certain predetermined The great project of establishing the
She gave William a look, and proceed
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
releasing a spring which supports a intervals along the proving range. As American army as the right flank of
ed:
pencil which drops and runs along, explained in the Electrical Experimen the battle line will then he within
“ Sarah Speers was reading me a
Free Baptist
plotting the contour of the land in ter, the operation of the velocity tost sight.
letter she had from Teddy, that joined
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
that vicinity. This method determines is as follows: As the bullet or shell
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
Gen. March said organization of the
the navy. Teddy’s in one of those
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
the actual name of the water shed or leaves the muzzle of the gun it first field army had not yet been com
IS S U E D B Y T H E
submarine chasers that are takin’ care
U N IT E D S T A T E S
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
mountain side on which the fire is strikes one network of electric wires, pleted. The formation of the three
of New York, and he wrote he was
G O VER N M EN T.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
severing one of the wires, which corps, however, and his announce
located, and may he used at night.
standing watch one night when an
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
The Osborne fire finder is used in causes one of the electrically control ment that troop movements to France
other feller sang out, 'Light off the
Special music by choir.
forest
service offices through" it the led split-second chronographs to be were proceeding at the same aston
port bow, sir!”
Choir practice Monday nights.
immediately
actuated.
The shell ishing rate that has been the rule for
entire
United States.
“ Naturally, with one light, and that
All are cordially Invited to come and
speeds on for say lOtH) yards or so. the last three months made the Amer
Preparations
for
fighting
for'st
fires
a white one, everybody aboard thought
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkinsdepending upon tht1 test and size of ican military program clear.
are being made at the Oregon listrict
Tuesday night church prayer and they were about to have their heart's
shell, when it strikes another network,
desire, which was to come up with a fire office, and emergency kits, food
praise Service.
severs a wire, opens tht1 circuit of
sub-marine. So they woke up all on rations, implements for fight ng fires
V. va
split-second chronograph and the
board, and put on all the speed the and other fire fighters' necessities are
deed
is
done.
It
is
evident
that
by
Methodist Episcopal
boat could make, which was ‘some,’ being sent out to the various super
cheeking up the difference in time be
Military St.
A test tube about 10 inches long and
Teddy said. If the vessel off the port visors for use when the occasion aris
tween the two (or more) chronographs
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
three-fourths inch in diameter is fast
how had had the usual light they es. Gamping kits made up in differ
and knowing the distance the shell
Public worship at 10.30 a, m.
ened to a base or hung up hy a wire.
wouldn't a’ thought so much of it. ent sizes, to save the firemen time
traveled between both (dock actua
The Sunday School at noon has or
In this test tube are put two drams of
But they figgered out that the one and trouble, have been worked out hy
tions, that that velocity of the shell in
ganized classes for men and women.
camphor, one dram of potassium nit
white light must he showing through the forest service; the materials are
£
feet per second is at once determined.
Junior League meeting and class for
rate1, one-half dram of ammonium
a little winder or something they have purchased by the forest office, and the
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
A steel pit is used for exploding chlorid, two ounces of pure alcohol,
aboard those submarines— stop laugh completed kits sent out over the dis
Epworth League meeting at 6.45
ing!— I ain’t up in the pattern of ’em. trict. The kits are as compact and as shells that have failed to go off when two ounces of water. If the ingred
P
p. m
fired. The shells are recovered by ients do not mix easily, tube should he
“ So on and on they went, and sure light in weight as possible.
Praise and Preaching at 7.30.
|enough the light begun to rise up—-and
In the two-man kit, which weighs “ shell scouts” on the range, and are put in warm water or shaken thor
Prof. J. H. Lindsday, organist and
Teddy says that’s the way a ligh: al only 4 >4 pounds, is contained three !I fired off electrically hv the officer in oughly. After a cork is put in the
choir master.
lube it is ready for work, says the
ways does, at sea, when you get clos quart pails, one frying pan, two cups, [ charg*'.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
I Photography played an important Electrical Experimenter.
er. In fact, that’s the way you know knives, forks and spoons.
evening.
Following is the weather which the
you are getting closer, there being no
The six-man kit contains four pails part in testing tin1 3,000,000 Russian
sign-posts nor milestones out there to of varying sizes, three frying pans, shells at the Lakehurst proving ground change's in the liquid denote:
Church of the Good Shepherd
Clear liquid— Bright weather.
go by.
three plates, six cups, six knives, forks It is said to he the first time that the
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector in
“ They went on and on, tossing and and dessertspoons, three dishups. a |electric camera was ever used in this
Crystals ai bottom— Thick air. frost
Charge.
rolling and foaming up the waters butcher knife, paring knife, can open- j country to determine the velocity of in winter.
Sundays
something fearful. And then—
er. carborundum, alarm clock, contain- i projectiles.
Dim liquid Rain.
|
Holy Communion at 8 A . ' M. also
“ Then all of a sudden the Captain er, four chains and hooks (for suspend- ji
5000 Mitt
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun said something Teddy said he’d better
Guarantee
ing vessels over tin* fire), two hand j
day in the month.
not write down, and stamped off to his towels and dish towels.
This kit j (By Thomas'Addison of The Yigim
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30. cabin. In another minute the word
weighs 17 pounds.
j
lantes.)
Evening Prayer and sermon 7 30.
got ’round the vessel. For about
For large fire-fighting parties the I Not yet has America found hor
Sunday School after morning ser twenty minutes or more they'd been
forest service supplies a 5o-man kit,] soul, hut she is trembling on I In1
WM SAVINGSSUMPS
vice.
O ut on the road— where go
chasing the morning star, just n-iisISSUEDBYTHE
UftftedState®
weighing IT! pounds, and eontaining j, verge. Everywhere the signs of it
UNITED STATES
ing is uncertain--there these
Holy Days
in g !”
GOVERNMENT
Extra-Teeted tire s r e v e a l
almost everything found in a modern are apparent. In a hundred individual
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
T?
When the laugh had died down, the
t h e i r t r u e w o r t h to the
kitchen.
i] cases, my own included. 1 have dis
a
man w ho uses his car.
Old Lady added, “ But that was the
The standard foul ration contains; covered
the evidence
of
spiiitual
funny part, and the part that ain’t
enough food to last one man three !; grou t h.
funny is the best part.”
days,
and knowing how long he ex- Ii
f find it in the larger toleranc ■ we
“ And what’s that, mother?" her son
(By Geraldine Bonner of The Vigi
peets
to
be
in
the
timber,
a
man
takes
'
accord
the shortcomings of others,
asked, indulgently.
and
lantes.)
as
many
rations
along
as
he
will.need.
land
in
the
frank desire we experience1
“ Well, all the way home I was think
ft1
ing—-many and many a boy is learn The ration includes bacon, corned .to overcome our own; in the greater
On the boundary line between
kindness, sympathy, compassion we
ing to follow a star in this war a beef, baked beans and cheese.
very meritoriun preparation for re
Canada and the United States there
storing natural color to gray or faded hair, for remov
{extend
to those in need; in the courCome in today. L et us show
star of some great big idea. No, I
ing dandruff and as a hair dressing. Is riot a dye.
stands no fort. From ocean to ocean
Sabbath Preparedness
you w h y “ E x tra -T e e te d ’
jage of sacrifice for the common good;
Generous sited bottles at all dealers, ready to use
don’t mean ideal. 1 mean plain idea.
the line runs unguarded, the leaguewhen you get it. PHILO HAY CO. Newark, N. J.
means money saved.
Old Lady- “ Does your father live [in the putting aside of self to forward
Take a fellow that lost his ma, maybe,
long furrows of the Canadian prairies
Racine Country R oa d —
|our country's righteous cause; in our
when he’s little, and turn him out o’ in the fear of the Lord?”
5000 mile g u a r a n t e e — is a
tohch the border where the league Kid-—“ I reckon he* does--leastways reverence of the Flag whose stars are
this army; do you reckon he's going
special built tire for country
long furrows of the American prairies
road service.
to go dirty afterwards? Take a fel he alius takes a gun with him when heaven-horn in tin1 high hopes they j
begin. Where the line crosses the
symbolize; in short, in a sincere unity
Racine Multi-Mile Cord —
ler that thought he was a little mite he goes out on Sundays.”
great mountain spine no fortifications
a cord tire of highest character.
of
endeavor,
founded
in
fraternal
con
better than some other boys who had
crown the heights or command the
An Impressive Pause
cord. to advance to loftier planes of
F o r pour own protection
certain every
less— how’s he going to feel when a
valleys; there has been no fear in
Racine Tire jo u buy bears the name
Rich old aunt-—“ Robert, I am going living than we have ever known be
man drives up to his house with a
men’s hearts to set them raising bul
RACINE RUBBER CO.
truck load of coal, along in the year to make my will. 1 think 1 shall leave fore.
warks one against the other.
l a d ie s f
For at least this much we have
Racine, W is .
1920, and he finds it's the hoy that you — (pause)
Ask y o u r l>rUflrfri,t for C H I C H E S T E R S
Over the line Canadians and Ameri
William of Germany to thank.
He D I A M O N D li R A N D P IL L S
Nephew (eagerly)-..“ Yes, aunt.”
brought him back from No Man’s
Goi.n uierr.’lic bores, scaled
cans fraternize as neighbors do over
has shown us tin1 horror of satanie Ribbon.
Aunt---“ Before long.”
Land on his back, when he was
T a e s no o t h e r .
the back fence. Sometimes they cross
I>ruKfS*t and ask fur CHIwounded? Take a boy from some o’
D I A M O N D n i t A N I) PIT. I, s, for twentv-Gvo
HOULTON,
MAINE
, from one side and settle on the other.
years regarded as Best, Salest, Always Reliable.
those mountains that are so shut in by
The stocky Kanuck from Quebec
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
themselves that all the rest o’ the
province moves into Maine and raises
world’s shut out— how s he going to
Twau EVERYWHERE S ™
his log house among the pines, ranch
feel when he finds that first rule and
s
i
gn
s
of
colds
or
c
o
u
g
h
s
.
K e e p it in the house — use at first
ers from Montana and Dakota go
gun rule aren’t the only laws in the !
northward to till the rich plains of
'Idle best f ami lv r eme dy.
I t penetrates, soothes a n d * h e a l s .
land, and the only way to be safe is to |
Alberta and Manitoba. They inter
keep your neighbors safe too?
N o A lc o h o l
marry and the children are Canadians
“ My goodness! The more I think
N o Opia>.tey
and keep yon- Douse, school,
or Americans, they might just as well
about this war, the more I realize
in
be one as the other.
store, be1! or eivireh comfort
what it's going to do for tin1 world!
For sale by all d r u g and g en er al s t o r e s ---------------For there is no lurking suspicion, no If it doesn’t teach our hoys anything
able in tb : 'd* weather at
veiled distrust between us and our better than to follow a star,—well,
very
smUl Mcrvitg expense.
i
brother of the North. We are of the that’ll he something!”
Large
fire boxes, enormous
same race, live by the same Ideals,
William made the obvious remark.
radiating surfaces, lev/ joints,
worship the same God.
“ Providing the star's the right on e !”
all
absolutely uN t, make
Of all national relationships our
The Old Lady tossed her head.
closest is with him. He is not only “ There ain’t but one star that’ll rise
O UR
our nearest neighbor but he is our for each and every one of our boys,
“W O O D FURNACES
nearest of kin. W e have had jars with son! You don't need to he afraid of
ECONOMICAL
him— disagreements that happen in that! The boys’ll come hack with
the best of families— quarrelled and new Ideas of decency and cleanliness
made up, shaking hands across the and discipline, of brotherly kindliness
line in sportsmanlike goodfellowship. and of what’s worth while and what
There have been no times when we en isn’t; hut the morning star they’ll all
Established
vied him the riches of his vast empire he looking for is H — O -M— E ! ”
1839 *
yet to come, his well administered
“ I thought you said there wasn’t an
laws, his thrifty competence where we Ideal In it?” William teased.
H A M ILTO N
&
G RAN T, DEALERS,
H O U LTO N
have been careless and slovenly, his
“ Oh, sha!” said the Old Lady. “ You
sturdy honesty. Our younger brother go on with your supper!”
was doing a good many things better
than we were and it made us sore.
No Settled Residence

CHURCH SERVICES

3 AMERICAN CORPS
NOW IN THE FIELD r Kv'‘r' T iy ha“ h's rl8htR' And *

THE OLD LADY TALKS

w. s. s.

\XI) WIN THE WAR

HOW TO MAKE YOUR
OWN BAROMETER

A REFLECTION

ws.s.

Am m m zm ;*

OUR BROTHER OF THE NORTH

Cray H air

m ite ® .

E x t r a -T e s t e d

R A C IN E
Country Road
Multi-Mile Cord
T IR E S

GHIGHESTERSPILLS

G. W. RICHARDS &
COMPANY

SAVES

DOCTOR’ S BI LLS

Ballards Golden Oil

BURM 'WCOD IN THIS FURNACE

Send us a plan of your build
ing for our definite recom
mendation.
WOOD & BISHOP CO.

The Teutonic mind has made end
less blunders, but none greater than
that the British Colonies would not
respond to the Mother Country's cry
for help. Anyone who knows the
Dominion, who has sojourned there
and come to understand its strong
sotiled people, knew what its reply
would be.
Neither generations of
self-government nor time nor distance
could weaken the old ties or the old
loyalty. And deeper than the call of
the blood was the instinct to fight for
what made life possible— freedom in a
free world. The Canadians rose from
desk and bench, locked the shop and
closed the ledger, left the plow in the
furrow and the pick in the mine
breast, not alone to help England in
her need, but to preserve the creed

“ Where are you going to lecture to
night, my dear?” inquired Air. Wise of
his wife, a prominent equal suffrage
lecturer.
“ I am to address the Cooks’ and
Housemaids’ Union,” she responded.
Her husband laughed.
“ I see nothing to laugh about. Sure
ly they have as much right to vote as
any other woman,” his wife began,
indignantly.
“ I am not denying that, my dear,”
mildy explained Mr. Wise; “ hut it is
a waste of time. Don’t you realize
that a cook or housemaid never re
mains long enough in one position to
be entitled to a vote?”
Mrs. Wise, recognizing the wisdom
of this, canceled her engagement by
telephone.

fO obtain perfect carbon copies use MULTIKOPY;
it will give clear, clean-cut, and legible copies that
will reflect the perfection of your original letters.
Let us know your requirements and our salesman will
gladly call with samples.
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Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stover left
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
Tuesday for West Appleton, Me.,
where they will spend two weeks at Anyone W an tin g a Good Trade In a Household Furnishings For Sale__In Wanted at the Aroostook Hospital, a
quire at 17 Park St., or Tel. 59-12.
his old home.
second hand automobile look— 4
second girl. Apply at once to Miss
passenger,
cylinder, 5<i horse pow
182
Bolstridge, Matron.
On Wednesday at 4 P. M., High
er, 4 new tin's this year, in addi
Advt*.
School Auditorium, Mrs. Margaret
tion there are three spares that are Rooms to Let No. 12 Kelleran Street, A Furnished Room to Let, heated and
Purinton Nevers will conduct the
three minutes walk to the Square.
in good shape. All the inner tubes
lighted. Opp. Monument Park. In
References required.
Children's
Study
hour.
are
new
this
year,
and
one
extra
in
quire of Mrs. Mary E. Stuart, Mili
Miss Webb, of Waterville, have been
business caller In town Wednesday.
ner tube with two spare lims, paint
tary St.
28tf
Clarence Hogan and Cecil Mc
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sey
in good condition, Continental en Wanted a Housekeeper— A Good Per
Special line of classy school suits
manent situation with liberal wages
Laughlin, who enlisted a few weeks
mour, during the past twro weeks.
gine and the rest of the car in good
to the right woman. Apply to Dr. For Sale, a T hree-Y ear Old Colt,
for boys, made to measure, two prices
shape,
fitted
with
Hartford
Shock
ago
in
the
U.
S.
Navy,
received
or
Patchen stock, hay color,
sound,
Every slice cut just right by StarC. E. Williams. Tel. 271W.
only, $22 and $27. C. B. Esters, the
absorbers and one of the easiest
ders last week to report at Newport.
good driver. For particulars apply
key’s automatic meat slicer.
running cars on the road. Gasoline Farm to Rent, 1J/2 Miles From L ittle 
to John Patten.
230
Main St. Tailor.
II. I. and left Tuesday for that place.
consumption 1”. miles to the gallon.
James
McPartland
of
St.
John,
N.
ton St a.. I l l acres, ion cleared. For
Miss Kathleen Hagerman spent last
For information call at TIMES office.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McGary are
particulars inquire of Mrs. Arthur Comfortably Furnished Rooms For
B., was in town several days last week
week in Ft. Fairflfield, the guest of
rent, only two minutes walk to
Boll at 58 Military St. Tel. 255W.
on business, and wras receiving a glad spending a few weeks at Shin Pond.
friends.
Market Square. Apply to C. G
________
832p
James H. Kidder left Tuesday for
welcome from his old home friends.
Mrs. Newlywed decided she would
Lunt, TIMES Office.
C. W. Starkey has just installed i
Limestone and other places in the
have fresh butter always on her table. Men W a n te d — If you are unemployed
Starkey’s meat slicer just puts the
motor in his market for grinding bone
northern part of the county on busi
or not working on Government House and Stable fo r Sale, house has
Accordingly she ordered a churn and
finishing touch on smoked beef, bacon
work your services are required to
hamburg steak, etc.
hardwood floors, furnace, bath and
ness.
when it came enthusiastically showed
etc.
make ammunition for the U
S.
lights. For particulars apply to B.
E. B. Leighton returned Wednesday
it to her husband adding: “ And I ’ve
Government, by the United Slates
Hagerman, 27 Elm St.
330p
Fred Smith who is in the service of
from a week’s visit at his old home in
Cartridge Company. Lowell, Mass.
ordered buttermilk twice a week.”
SALVATION
ARMY
the United States, in the Naval Avia
Call or write the above address or Before you purchase a Farm or House
Corinna, Me.
tion Corps, stationed at Pensacola, Captain and Mrs. Farmer Officers in
our Maine Representative, Mr. L.
be sure to call on C. O. Grant, Real
The man on the Water Wagon is
Play Ball!
Charge
P. Church, 90 Main Street, Bangor,
Fla., is home on a 30-day furlough,
Estate Agency, Market Sq., and e x 
satisfied if he is drinking Maple Spring
Maine.
828
granted for agricultural purpose.
amine his fine list of desirable pro
M. Monday, Salvation Meet- Sing a song of baseball.
8.00
P
water.
perties.
Good old Yankee game;
This season of the year is when one ing
Hotel Help W an ted 50 Women and
Miss Marie May of Island Falls was
enjoys drinking Maple Spring Water.
Girls for best year round hotels, all Experienced Lady W anted to Clerk in
s.00 I . M Wednesday. Holiness Rain or shine, war or peace.
the guest of Mrs. Allan T. Smith dur
kinds of work for best summer
Play it just the same.
Its good for the health. Leave your Meeting.
Store. Only someone who has had
ing Chautauqua week.
hotels,
waitresses, chamber maids,
actual experience in selling Coats,
Out
behind
the
trenches,
orders at the TIMES Office.
8.00 P M. Saturday, Gospel Meetkitchen, dish and laundry, chef
Suits, and Ladies garments in gen
Auto and Driving Glasses at Os
Swat the little pill,
pastry and all round cooks, bell boys
eral, need apply. Good wages to
Win. Anderson of Littleton who has ing.
good’s.
Helps to boost the1 spirit
1.80 P. M. Sunday, Sunday School
and kitchen men. For hotel posi
right party. Joe Bernstein.
been in a hospital in Baltimore during
tions apply always to Maine Hotel
Mrs. Annie Campbell, clerk at the
For swatting Kaiser Bill.
M. Sunday, Praise Service
8.00
P.
the past three months, arrived home
Agency, 90 Main St.
Established Notice— Bank Book No. 475 of the
Clerk of Courts office has returned
8.00 P, M. S ti n d a y, Evangelistic
Wednesday some improved in health,
88 years, Bangor, Me. Inclose stamp
Savings TVpt. of the Houlton Trust
from her annual vacation and has re
Subject, “ Be Ye Perfect.”
for reply.
Earning His Fee
having submitted to serious surgical |.Meeting,
Co., is reported lost, and applica
sumed work.
All are welcome.
tion has been made for a duplicate
young
In Mississippi they tell of
operation.
j
to be issued. Houlton Trust Co.,
Have Osgood remake your Rings or
lawyer retained to defend
man
N O T IC E
Stylish custom made shirts big line j
Houlton, Me., July 30th, 1918.
331
Other Jewelry to suit your idea.
charged with the theft of a pig. The
Whereas my wife. Phoebe Cyr, hav
of new patters to select from at C. B. PLAYGROUND ORGANI
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Clark left last
young man seemed determined to con ing left my bed and hoard without Farm For Sale— 160 Acres, 43 Acres
Esters.
ZATION PERFECTED vince the jury that he was born to just cause, I hereby warn all persons tillage, excellent potato land, good
week by auto for a trip which will ex
wood lot, good buildings, 2% miles
against trusting her on my-account as
Tin1 usual open air concert by the
tend into New York state.
As a result of the Junior Chautau shim', and accordingly he delivered I shall pay no bills of her contracting
to village and railroad. Price only
Houlton Band, last Thursday evening qua and the interest taken in the the following exordium:
$3500. A rare bargain, for sale by
after this date.
Continued from page 1
was called off, out of courtesy to the Playground for children during the
L. H. Brooks. Real Est. Agent, South
PE TE R CYR.
“ May it please the court and gentle
Houlton, Me., Aug. 5, 1918.
382p
Community Chautauqua so that all
Paris, Me.
COMMUNITY CHAUTAUQUA might take advantage of the most ex summer, a permanent organization men of the jury, while Europe is
has been formed with tin1 following o f bathed in blood; while classic Greece
The famous Kilties Band, \Vith Al cellent programs that were offered.
is struggling for her rights and liber
ficers :
fred E. Zeally, director, was received
ties and trampling the unhallowed
Start
right.
Buy
au
Osgood
HandPresident, Mrs. S. L. White
with rounds and rounds of applause.
altars of the beardless infidels to
Vice-Pros., Mrs. S. S. Thornton
They appeared in full regimental cos Made wedding ring.
dust; while the United State's, enter
Secretary, Mrs. C. P. Barnes
tume and were fine specimens of men
Christian Science services held each
ing the war, shines forth the bright
as well as wonderful musicians. The Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall. Aug.
Treasurer, E. L. Cleveland
est orb in the political sky— I, with
French horn solos were greatly ad 11th, subjetc: “ Spirit.” All are wel
j
A number of the business men of due diffidence, rise to defend
the
mired. The solo dancer and bagpiper come.
|the town have assured the ladies in cause of this humble hog-thief."
at once became general favorites. One
The argument made by advocates of State ownership and
Closing out sale of last winter’s terested, that they will assist in pro
selection, “A Morning in Noah’s Ark,”
development of water powers, and used with much fre
coats, beginning Wednesday, Aug. 7. curing the funds necessary to conduct
NO T TO BE IG N O R E D
was given for the children, but was
quency and perhaps with as much success as any, is that
also, the balance of my stock marked the playground.
'1' hr 1Udt pys ai r as impf rt ant t< frond
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Eliminating the use of coal by the steam railroads of the
have been made to use the Exhibition
and four times went over the top. In Friday to attend the Chautauqua.
State,
there is a comparatively small amount of coal used
Hall,
so
that
rain
or
shine
the
play
a straightforward and earnest way he
If you want a hair cut, call at the
in Maine for power purposes. Nearly all of the great indus
told his experiences revealing his barber shop; if a saw cut, call at the ground will be open to children be
tries of the state derive their power from water power de
tween the ages of 6 and 14 every day
sturdy manhood and loyal patriotism Saw dentist shop.
velopments.
except
Sunday.
He was listened to with a breathless
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This statement applies to t>ie great pulp and water mills,
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with
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and
all
children
applause, and the latter was meted
and shipbuilding plants. (Saw mills their power from the
out to him without stint. He has been of Freedom"— to be given for the between the ages mentioned will be
use of mill waste and do not enter into the question.)
shell-shocked and slightly wounded, benefit of the Red Cross— August 14, welcome.
but it is for physical troubles brought under the management of the Misses
The idea is to teach the children
There are few exceptions to this rule. In the Kennebec
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
on by exposure in the trenches that Buzzell and Cleveland. Don’t forget! libw to play, and in many ways this
Valley where hydro-electric power is most highly developed
IS S U E D B Y T H E

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

WATER POWERS IN
MAINE

W. S. S.

he has been honorably discharged
from active service.
The Weber Male Quartet of New’
York City furnished the musical pro
gram for Saturday, closing the day and
their program wfas worth far more
than the course tickets cost. Their
rendering of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s
“Still, Still With Thee,” will long re
main a pleasant memory to all good
music lovers.
Not a line of their
selections need be lost for their enun
ciation is clear and distinct and their
voices blended by long association in
to an almost perfect accord.
‘‘Keep
* The Home Fires Burning” was re
ceived with prolonged applause.
Wallace Bruce Amsbary. a poet,
dramatist and publicist gave brief bio
graphical sketches of Rudyard Kipling
and James Whitcomb Riley, and re
cited several of their poems illlstrating their author’s chief characteris
tics. Mr. Amsbary’s work is absolute
ly different from most men who ap
pear on the platform in lecture-recital.
He introduces you to Kipling and
Riley and you seem to see these men
as you never have before and learn
new lessons from poems you have re
peatedly read.
NOTES
Mgr. J. C. Moore informed the
T IM E S that the Houlton audiences
were not only the largest, but the
most enthusiastic and the best to

speak to, of any town which he had
been to, on the entire circuit from
North Carolina up to Maine.
Miss Frieda Siegworth who was in
charge of the Junior Chautauqua was
very popular with the children, and
she was assisted by Miss Edith Shea,
Miss Dorothy Lyons, Miss Marjorie
Whitcomb and Miss Whiteside, Mrs.
Chas. P. Barnes having had charge of
the preliminary organization.
During the intermission, Circuit
Manager S. F. Fannon addressed the
audience at Friday evening's session
regarding next season’s Chautauqua
and pledge cards were distributed in
the audience, the result of which
being that the required number of
signers were secured to assure Houl
ton people 5 days of the best enter
tainments obtainable.
Mr. Fannon in addition to his duties
as circuit manager of the Chautauqua,
Is also a member of the national
speakers bureau, and after the con
cert on Friday evening addressed the
people on the work of his bureau.
A ll the entertainers without excep
tion were delighted with the beauties
and hospitality of Houlton, r id all
spoke of the exceptionally fine aud
iences which gathered for the ses
sions.

The attendance was most

gratify

ing, and the success of the course
w ill enable the local organization to
pay many of last year’s bills, and allow
a margin which will doubtless be
given to the local Red Cross.

Mr. J. C. Moore looked after the en
tire program, and made many friends
by his business ability and genial
ways.
The sum of $245.33 was netted from
the entertanments, and this amount
w iB probably be held as a reserve
land for next season’s course.

Loss of Appetite is commonly grad

ual; one dish after another is set
aside. It is one of the first indica
tions that the system is running down,
and there is nothing else so good for
it as Hood’s Sarsaparilla— the best of
all tonics.

will result in an education along these
lines, and will be very beneficial. It
means much to those who are inter
ested in this movement to give their j
time and their energy to this fine work
and parents should feel as though this j
was an oppoitunity that should be j
taken advantage of.

W A T E R PO W ER S
IN M AINE
Iii a former article oil heating by electricity attention was
called to the fact that should all the undeveloped water po
wer in the State be utilized for heating houses, that there
would not be sufficient power to heat one-fourth of the
houses in the State.
The Literary Digest, in its issue of June 15th, contains a
quotation from an article in “Industrial Canada” by Mr.
Arthur V. White, consulting engineer to the Canadian Con
servation Commission.

U N IT E D S T A T E S
GO VERNM ENT.

A M ) WIN THE WAR

LO CO M O TIVE E N G IN E E R W R ITE S
W h e n tin* k i d n e y s
ar e
lmt
working
pr o pe r l y , b a c k a c h e , st i f f j o i nt s , r h e u m a t i c
pai ns an d s u f f e r i n g result.
George M c 
Lai n, T u r t l e Luke , X. I ». wr i t e s : " I a m a
l o c o m o t i v e e n g i n e e r , I had a had >ain in
my h a r k and my b l a d d e r a c t i o n w a s v e r y
i r r e gul ar .
I t o o k F o l e y K i d n e y hills and
w a s r e l i e v e d in a c oupl e o f d a y s ."
l 11L H A T U G W A Y
I >RUG G( ».

WILL OPEN SEPT. 9
YOUR F U T U R E is what you make it.
If you are ambitious, you can make it
a SUCCESS by taking a course of
study with us. Write or phone.
O. A. H O D G IN S , Prin., Houlton, Me.

Mr. White says, “In the City of Toronto, there are about
80.000 homes which during the winter months consume on
an average about ten tons per home, making a total con
sumption of 800,000 tons of anthracite. * * * * *
Now, to supply from electricity energy the heat equivalent
of the 800,000 tons of anthracite, at the time of maximum
rate of consumption and on a basis of 50 per cent recovery,
there would have to be available, at a conservative estimate
1.500.000 electrical horse power. * * * * * For the
purpose of further illustration, it may be assumed that a
low maximum demand of electrical energy to heat an eight
or nine-roomed house in Ontario such as would ordinarily
use nine to ten tons of anthracite coal for the winter sea
son, would be from fifteen to twenty horse power, it would
probably be nearer thirty horse power, and under certain
conditions, would be a still greater quantity. Considering,
then, the 80,000 homes on the basis of approximately, twen 
ty horse power, we derive, again, about 1,500,000 h. p. as
the estimated electrical requirement for simply heating the
homes of Toronto. This takes no account of lighting,
other Seating or power demands. It should be noted that,
the figures here presented are conservative, and doubtless
the quantities required might be substantially greater.”
Mr. White’s estimate of the amount of power needed to
heat the houses of Toronto is that of 1,500,000 li. p. which
is the amount claimed to be running to waste by advocates
of State ownership, but which amount is available for six
months of the year only, cs is stated by the Water Storage
Commission in their report of 1910, Page 69.
Unfortunately the maximum flow of our rivers is not in
the cold weather months but quite the opposite so that all
the unused power in Maine available for heating purposes in
winter would, even if the cost was not prohibitive, be in
sufficient to heat more than one-fourth of our dwellings if
so used.
This statement showing the futility of the scheme to use
water powers for heating purposes, is simply repeating what
every scientific electrical engineer in this or other countries
has stated and which has been proven by acual tests.

• (Signed) VVm. M. Pennell, Publicity Agent
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O expect to pay a high
price for talc perfumed
with an odor th at cost
th ousan ds cf dollars to
produce mould ho natural.
But to he able te obtain
such a superb perfume at
a low price is a delightful
surprise. T h is surprise
aw aits you in the Talc
perfumed with Jonteel—
the New Odor of Twentysix Flowers.

HATHEWAY DRUG COMPANY
S. L. W h ite, Mgr.
“T H E

the only coal used for power purposes is used by the steam
railroad and by the Central Maine Power Co., itself as an
auxiliary to its water powers. In other sections of the State
the same condition obtains in a slightly less degree.
The great quantities of coal used by pulp and paper com
panies is for cooking the pulp, for heating the rolls of the
paper machines and for heating the mills in cold weather.
The steam used to drive the paper machines is in fact a by
product of the heating operation, and does not affect the
coal consumption. The coal used by the cotton mills is al
I most entirely used for heating purposes. Exceptions to the
rule are few, and steps have been taken to supply that need
as soon as normal conditions return.
The further development of water powers for manufac
turing purposes will not reduce the consumption of coal, it
will necessarily increase it, for to heat the new plant and
the necessary houses which will be built, together with
stores and other buildings incident to new development,
will require more coal than is now used. This is no objec
tion to new development; it is a condition that must be met,
but to state that water power development will measurably
decrease the consumption of coal is erroneous.
The single conspicuous opportunity to reduce the use of
coal for power purposes lies in electrifying the railroads of
the State. This is simply an economic problem. If the
railroads can be equipped with eletcricty and the equipment
maintained at a lower cost than the cost of using coal, then
that would be a distinct economic gain but whether the run
ning of the trains of the State by electricity would be cheap
er than by using coal has not been determined.
Irresponsible persons are apt to say that the railroads
should be electrified, but they do not know the cost and
they do not pay the bills. The fact that electricity is used
on certain railroads does not affect the situation in this
State.
The conditions where electricity is used are entirely dif
ferent. The great terminals of New York and Chicago with
frequent trains and comparatively short distances covered
by the electrical equipment, are not fairly to be compared
with the infrequent trains and the greater distance covered
by our Maine railroads.
At the present time with the high price of copper and elec
trical machinery, it is very doubtful if it would be a paying
proposition, on the other hand with lower costs of electri
cal equipment will come cheaper coal, so that the problem
still exists that only by careful study and costly experiments
will determine.
It may be of interest to state that this question has re
ceived careful consideration by prominent railroad manage
ments; that steps were taken to secure one of the most im
portant water powers in State for the purpose of electrical
development for railroad use, but conditions arose that
made it impracticable to undertake the necessary work and
experiments to determine whether or not it would be a pay
ing venture.
It illustrates that capital is ready to develop power for
any legitimate enterprise where paid returns may be had,
but that under abnormal conditions, capital will wait until
these conditions change.
Can the State afford to be less careful in the expenditure
of the people’s money?
(Signed)
WM. M. PENNELL, Publicity Agent.
for
OXFORD P A P E R CO..
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Androscoggin R e s e rv o ir C o m pany
8 t. C ro ix P a p e r C o m p an y
C e n tra l M ain e P o w e r C o m pany
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In te rn a tio n a l P a p e r Com pany
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L ew isto n B leach ery & Dye W o rk s
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E d w a rd s M a n u fa c tu rin g Com pany
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i men, besides those appointed, have a l-( five six inches tall, weighing between
!S0 asked for the privilege of serving one hundred fifty and sixty pounds;
;in this work, and some of them will has dark curly hair, brown eyes, heain the near futureeyebrows and a very fair complex
Few of these men have ever been ion; it will be noticed that he has
jY. M. C. A. Secretaries before. They slight stoop; he was dressed in very

MORE MEN FOR UNCLE SAM’S
ARMY LEFT MONDAY FOR
TRAINING CAMPS

On Monday 9 men from this district
left to take up the work of training
COme fr0m a11 walks of life, Minis-' worn blue striped overalls and jumtors from all dominations, College Pro- per, the jumpd* being pinned across for army life, in a/iswer to the follow
fessors and Teachers, Business men, his breast with a safety pin; grey cap ing calls:
Call No. 978,.was for two men only
Bankers, Mechanics, Newspaper Men, torn in the back, dark blue shirt,
a Transportation Expert, an Actor
and heavy brown working shoes and j wko went to Ft. Slocum, N. Y. as fola Postal Clerk. To be of servic
is khaki pants which showed below his|Iows: Faul Victor Gates, Houlton,
the dominant note which one i
ds overalls.
He carried a very nice |Semi BaPtiste Cyr, Bath, Me.
with all of them. Some of them In re Illinois watch to which was attached I Call No. 1000, was for one colored
tried to get into other forms of w. J a leather fob and silver colored bangle man— Warren Kenneth Ertha, Hodgwork, but for various reasons haw on the back of which was stamped, don, who was sent to Camp Devens.
been unable, and they are delighted Wm. Curtis, Falmouth, Maine.
Call No. 1109, was for Limited Ser
j)e ajJje t() serve our troops and
W A L T E R T. CURTIS,
vice men who went to Syracuse, N. Y.
those of our Allies through the med
taking 6 men as follows;
R. F. D. 5, Portland, Me.
ium of the Red Triangle.
Delbert John Parlin, Easton, Me.
Telephone 110— Cumberland.
Recruiting began in Maine in earn
James F. Palmer, Houlton, Me.
est, when Gov. Milliken called to

B. S. Green returned home Saturday hi
D a v i t i||A R i l l
Mow
• Mina Downes of Calais, is the guest
from a 10-days business trip to New
H e V e i l UC D i l l l W a j
of Jean Dickison on Lawn Street.
W. T. Spear Esq. of Fort Fairfield, York.
Miss Marion Taber is spending a
was in town Friday on professional
week's
vacation with friends in Fort
business.
In the name of Secretary McAdoo,
Hon. and Mrs. L. A. Pierce left Sat Fairfield.
announcement has been made that
urday by auto for Portland where he
The annual Lawn Party by members the fourth Liberty loan campaign
has business.
of St. Mary’s Catholic Church will be will be started Saturday, Sept. 28,
Mrs. Jas. Pierce and Mrs. T. V. held on the Water St. grounds on
and close Saturday, Oct. 19.
The
Doherty went to Fredericton by auto Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 21st. Re
amount of the loan and the rate of
Friday, returning Sunday.
freshments will be served from 3 to interest and the period and terms
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Scribner are in 7.30. Everybody welcome to partici
were left to be made :he subject of a
Bangor for a short visit with their pate in a good time. Ten per cent of
later announcement.
daughter, Mrs. D. Buckley.
the gross receipts will be given to the
It is taken for granted here that the
Mrs. Parker Craig and daughter of Red Cross.
rate of interest will be 4% per cent,
Augusta were the guests of relatives
and that the principal will be not less gether a conference of the leading
Frederick B. Hussey, Blaine, Me.
in town and vicinity last week.
NEW PRINCIPAL H. H. S.
than $6,000,000,000. This total, how men from all over the state, on Sun
SPECIAL
CHURCH
NOTICE
El we 11 I). Field, Mars Hill, Me.
Mss Georgia Watt of Ottawa who
W. G. Hoyt who has been principal
The Rev. Thomas Whiteside will go ever, is subject to the contingency day, May 5th. A Recruiting Commit
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
•
Edwin
I). Bagley, Pittsfield, Me.
of
the
Ashland
High
School
for
a
num
to Chicopee, Mass., this week on his that the new revenue bill now being tee of 75, with Henry F. Merrill of
Geo. E. Dunn has returned home.
ber
of
years
has
been
elected
to
a
Raymond
E. Willett, Presque Isle.
prepared by the ways and means com- Portliuul as rhairmailt was appointed,
Leonard F. Stover and wife are vacation. All services, including the
similiar
position
in
the
Houlton
High
mittee will be framed so as to produce and th|s committee has been of great
spending their vacation at Mr. Stover's Sunday School, will be omitted the
the limit of taxation asked by Secre- assistaiK,e in fln(llng tho right men to School.
next
two
Sundays.
The
Littleton
C A U G H T COLD A T PALM BEACH
old home in W. Appleton, Maine.
Southern
climate is no protection
Mr. Hoyt is a graduate of Bowdoin
» ,
v.
p
nonni~ Camp Meeting will be in session those tary McAdoo, which is $8,000,000,000. reprosent tho state Overseas. An ofagainst summer colds. Helen It. Saun
A large number of Houlton people
*
b
.
.
The
difficulties
encountered
in
inc.iea.sp
u,e
was
opened
in
the
Savings
Bank
Thursday and tw0 Sundays. At the morning service
college and was an honor man during ders, t>26 2nd. Av„ \V. Palm Beach, Fla.,
were In Presque Isle
writes: "My severe cold on the chest was
next Sunday the Rev. Dr. Moss, for ing the volume of taxation aie recog- ^Hiding jn Waterville with Professor his entire course, coming to Houlton relived by Foley's Honey and Tar Com
Friday to attend the Circuit racing.
pound.". This fine old family remedy can
merly of India, wrill give an address on nized to be so great that Congiess clarence Richard Johnson of Colby
highly recommended. He is married i be depended upon to relieve summer
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Paul are receiv
the subject, The Drive for World may decide on an adjustment of the College as the State Recruiting Sec
colds, hay fever, asthma and croup.
ing congratulations on the birth of a
T H E H A T H H W A Y DRUG CO.
Democracy. This address will be fol loan so as to require a larger bond is retary. This office will continue to be and has a family.
son, Sunday, at the Madigan Hospital.
sue
than
would
otherwise
be
neces
lowed by a strong gospel^ message by
open for some time, for, in the words
Miss Doris Virgie of Bangor is the Evangelist Powell. At 2.00 P. M. Dr. sary.
of Dr. George Grafton Wilson, Profes
Larger Issues Coming
guest of her aunt. Mrs. O. B. Buzzell, Moss will speak on Methodism’s
sor of the International Law at Har
In fixing the bulk load of war rev vard University, and Head of the PerPleasant St., for a visit of a few World Parish. This will be followed
weeks.
by a sermon by the Rev. Albert E. enue and the proportion of war cost sonno, Huoau ot- tlu Northeastern l)eMrs. Geo. McNair has returned Morris of Bangor. At 7.00 P. M. evan to be sustained by bond it is well un partmen of the Red Triangle, “ We
derstood that as the war progresses cannot get too many of the right sort
from an extended visit with friends in gelist Powell will preach.
On the following Sunday, Aug. 18th, the price level of all commodities en of men from Maine. They are versatile
Ba*,h, Rockland, and other cities along
the Rev. Robert Colpitts will preach. tering into the prosecution of our vast and far more resourceful than those
the coast.
military program is constantly rising. from other parts of our Country.”
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Putnam and
This will necessitate, in all probabil
The French Government, seeing the
daughter, Elizabeth, have returned LETTER
FROM GEORGE H. ity, larger and larger bond issues.
great utility of the work that the As
from a few days spent at Grand Lake
The antcipation of this condition sociation does for the soldiers, has
SEAMANS
Stream.
during the war year, when the United asked for hundreds of Secretaries for
Camp U. S. N. T. S.
Miss Alice Madigan and Mr. and
Newport, July 28, 1918 States may be called on to raise for the French Army. Owing to the im
Mrs. Justin C. Rose, left last week,
war purposes not less than $35,000,- proved morale which the Red Triangle
Dear Folks :for Machals, where they will visit
Just a few lines to let you know how 000,000, supports the idea of a rela always creates among soldiers, Gen.
relatives.
I am getting along. I will tell you tive large bond issue for the last cam Retain of the French Army says that
HEBRON, MAINE
* *
Geo. Lavigne who has been employ- what we have to go through in one paign of the present industrial year.
the right Secretary in a Y. M. C. A.
ed at the Bowlodrome during the p a s t[day \ye ge^ Up aj qve o’clock and
T H E future holds countless opportunities
The fourth bond campaign will be hut is worth TOO soldiers.
Buildings and dormitories are of the most
for the wide-awake boys and far-sighted
beautiful type in New England. Its location
year, has gone t.o work with the B. & ;have fifteen minutes to dress, lash our conducted on a scale of activity and
girls of today. How can your boy or girl
in a hamlet having no resorts or distract
meet the needs and responsibilities of that
A. paint crew.
[hammock’s and get out doors, and fall with an ingenuity not approached pre
ing entertainments, affords conditions most
great time ?
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is
INFORMATION WANTED
Business men should read
the in, for roll call. There are eight men viously. A vastly larger force of work
maintained.
Hebron, through its proper environment,
Falmouth, Maine.
article on page 6 of this issue “ Busi detailed every morning to sweep and ers will be employed and the entire
close contact with students from many parts
Practical courses in Sewing, Home Eco
July 26, 1918
of the country, courses of study and plan of
They country will be given an opportunity
ness after the W a r” which contains scrub the shack we live in.
nomics, and Domestic Chemistry will be
play, is moulding body, mind and sou« for
added studies for girls in the coming year.
start about half past five and get to participate. The fact that the last The Times,
much food for thought.
the tasks of this golden future.
Wholesome rivalry in all sports.
through
about
a
quarter
past
six.
loan
was
subscribed
for
by
over
twice
[
Houlton,
Maine,
Ensign Ralph Powers of the Avia
It is an ideal school for college prepa
For catalog and particulars, address
ration and also offers practical courses for
tion section ot the U. S. A. accompan Then we go in and undress and go as many subscribers than participated Gentlemen:those not preparing for college.
WM. E. SARGENT, Litt.D^ PrindpaL
ied by his wife, is the guest of his!down to the bath house for a shower in the first or second loans has jnsti- * Please publish the following notice:
bath. Mess call blows at seven and fied Secretary McAdoo in the
belie.’ The undersigned Mr. Walter T. Cursister, Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn.
who
we have to be all ready to fall in that the fourth loan campaign can be tis, father of William 0. Curtis
Wood J. Mooers who has been em
tjje jthen. At eight o’clock we fall in for made to reach fully one-fourth of the mysteriously left his home in
Falployed for a number of years by
[colours, and the first drill period, population of the country and include mouth, Sunday June 30, is in a state
T E N BUILDINGS
FO R TY ACRES
Astle Music Co., covering the up[which lasts abort an hour and a half. them in the great army of investors of great anxiety to know the where
country towns, has resigned.
abOuts of his son and is offering a re[The first period is a review and all in the war debt.
Child Welfare week, is being ob
Spirited Campaign
ward of one hundred dollars to anythe men on the island take part in it,
served this week at the High School
[After we pass in review we sing a few
The country will be appealed to with one who will locate him. Also if he,
Auditorium, and a most attractive
songs, the last one being “ The Star new and striking film arguments, with William reads this notice will he
prqgram is being carried out.
!Spangled Banner.”
We have two a great variety of powerful poster kindly notify his father where he is
Miss Margaret Hanson of Frederic- ' more drill periods in the morning and slogans, and with a use of the press as he very anxious for him to come
ton, N. B. was the guest of her grand- ;^w0 jn the afternoon. We get through and the platform such as never been back home.
mother, Mrs. Kenneth McKay. High jat half past' three.
We
have from
half
Description of the young man as he
witnessed
before in this country.
St., during Chautauqua week.
[past three until six to wash our
There are to be 19 days of actual left home is as follows:
L. S. Howe of Presque Isle, has been clothes. At six we go to chow,
and campaign work. In the interim the
He is twenty-two years old; about
appointed Income Tax Inspector tak- at seven we fall in
for
a muster.great
Thentask of organization and pre
lng the place of Kingsbury B. Piper we have until nine-thirty to do as we paration will go on.
In fact it has
who has entered the U. S. Customs please. W e have got to go to bed at been going on for several weeks.
nine-thirty.
Artists have been making posters,
service.
There
are
entertainments
every
Put a Kodak in your pocket
writers have been preparing cam
Mrs. E. P. Bessey of Freedom is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Vose, re night for us at the Y. M. C. A. or K. paign literature, and printing presses
(we have them to fit) when
turning by auto with Mr. and Mrs. of C. There are boxing bouts, moving in all parts of the country have been
Vose who were in Freedom visiting pictures and vaudeville, and they are turning out many millions of mottoes,
all free. You see we have a pretty cartoons, posters, and slogans
you go on a fishing trip or
relatives.
good time. The work is not too hard.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Crockett, Mrs.
W e have sitting-up exercises in the
outing and snap a fewjshots—
Haley, Miss Bernice Haley, Gordon
Y. M. C. A. WORKERS
last period in the afternoon, and they
Haley, Miss Louise Magee and W. F.
60 Maine men for Y. M. C. A. ser
sure do build a fellow up, I have gain
bring the films to us and we will develop
Everything
Braden are enjoying a camping trip
ed about eight pounds since I came vice Overseas, is the response of this
in
Kodaks
near Princeton.
State to the call of Dr. John R. Mott
down here.
and print them for you.
The satisfaction
and Supplier
for
4000 men to be secured by the
Wllford Fullerton and family re
I have got a swell job now, I am
turned by auto Friday from a month’s assistant instructor In the sixth com early part of August, ready to sail on
of a lasting record of the trip is supreme
visit in Portland and vicinity.
Mr. pany. I help in the drilling, and have the first day of September, to work
HUSBAND AND W IFE
Fullerton resumed his duties at the just as much authority as the com among the soldiers on the Other Side.
Mrs. Frank P. Wood, Box 18, R. F. D.
Maine
was
asked
to
furnish
only
33
as
"Trust Company on Monday.
pany commander. I have an easy
2, Morrill, Me., writes:
"Foley Kidney
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Emerson of time of it. I can go ashore every her quota of this number of men en Pills help me so much. My husband al
so has received much benefit from them.
Island Falls were in town
Sunday other night and I get forty-two hours gage in this most important war ser He was so lame he could not stoop over
and
now he feels no pain." Lame back,
vice, but she has prctically doubled
evening, bringing over Gov. Milliken liberty every other week.
sore muscles,
stiff joints,
rheumatic
who addressed the meeting Sunday
The sad part of it is that I have got her quota in the number of men al- aches and pains quickly conquered by
’
evening and who returned with them to stay on the island for six months, ready appointed. A number of other F<q ^ K Kj f v n i E w ! -VY
DRUG GO.
to Island Falls, where he spent Sun for we are all anxious to get on a ■HW
day.
boat. In about two months I will go
to school, one of the schools I will go
to Is the gunnery, but I don’t know
During August and September some what the other two are yet, all I know
-of the finest and snappiest tracing to is that I will- go to three different
be seen in the state will occur right schools.After that if I have good
luck will go aboard ship.
here in Aroostook.
There were fifteen of us picked from
The horses that have been entered
are going good, and before the season about nine hundred, for assistant in
Is over you may expect to see the structors, so you see that the time I
put in in the Maine National Guard
track records “Go Smash.”
Come to Aroostook and enjoy the was not lost. All of us has had mili
Garden cf Maine while it is at its tary experience before we came here.
If we make good in all of the schools
best.
we will get a rating before we ge
W h a t’s Doing I
Circuit races, Ft. Fairfield, Aug. 8— aboard ship, and believe, me, that
means quite a lot. It makes a lot of
9.
Caribou Fair, Caribou, Aug. 20— 21 difference whether you are doing the
work or telling someone else to do it.
— 22.
Houlton Fair, Houlton, Aug. 27— 28 I have got to stop and scrub a white
— 29— 30.
suit for inspection Wednesday.
Write soon,
Northern Maine Fair, Presque Isle,
George.
"Sept. 3— 4— 5— 6.
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M illar is Still M aking H om e
M ade Candies

By the way, M illa r’s is a good
------ place to buy C o ffee --------

3 lb Genuine Mocha and

Sweet

arid

Wholesome

Java Coffee

$1.00

3 lb Maleberry

1.00

4% lb Pan-American

1.00

3 lb Fancy Blend

J* F. J a c k in s Co.
Phene 19e-W

Hamllton-Burnham Block

Main 8treet.

Try Some cf our
Specialties
Saturday

.95

We Have the Best
in the Floral Line
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LOAN DRIVE TO
START SEPT. 28

,uien, besides those appointed, have a c t i v e six inches tall, weighing between
|so asked for the privilege of serving one hundred fifty and sixty pounds;
in this work, and some of them will has dark curly hair, brown eyes, heasail in the near future.
.vy eyebrows and a very fair complexj Few of these men have ever been ion; it will be noticed that he has
jY. M. ('. A. Secretaries before. They slight stoop; he was dressed in very
come from a.l walks of life,— Minis worn blue striped overalls and jum
ters from all dominations, College Pro- per, the jumpdV being pinned across
, fessors and Teachers, Business men, his breast with a safety pin; grey cap
Bankers, Mechanics, Newspaper Men, torn in the back, dark blue shirt,
a Transportation Expert, an Actor, and heavy brown working shoes and
a Postal Clerk. To be of service is khaki pants which showed below his
the dominant no'.e which one finds overalls.
He carried a very nice
with all of them. Some of them have Illinois watch to which was attached
tried to get into other forms of war a leather fob and silver colored bangle
work-, but for various reasons have on the back of which was stamped,
been unable, and they are delighted Win. Curtis, Falmouth, Maine.
to be able to serve our troops and
W A L T E R T. CURTIS,
those of our Allies through the med
R. F. D. 5, Portland, Me.
ium of the Red Triangle.
Telephone 110—Cumberland.
Recruiting began in Maine in earn-

MORE MEN FOR UNCLE SAM’S
ARMY LEFT MONDAY FOR
TRAINING CAMPS
On Monday 9 men from this district
left to take up the work of training
for army life, in answer to the follow
ing calls:

B. S. Green r
• Mina Downes of Calais, is the guest
from a 10-days business trip to New
of Jean Dickison on Lawn Street.
W. T. Spear Esq. of Fort Fairfield, York.
Call No. 978,. was for two men only
Miss Marion Taber is spending a
was in town Friday on professional
who went to Ft. Slocum, N. Y. as fol
week’s
vacation
with
friends
in
Fort
business.
In the name of Secretary McAdoo,
lows: Paul Victor Gates, Houlton,
Hon. and Mrs. L. A. Pierce left Sat Fairfield.
announcement has been made that
Semi Baptiste Cyr, Bath, Me.
urday by auto for Portland where he
The annual Lawn Party by members the fourth Liberty loan campaign
Call No. 1000, was for one colored
has business.
of St. Mary’s Catholic Church will be will be started Saturday, Sept. 28,
man—
Warren Kenneth Ertha, HodgMrs. Jas. Pierce and Mrs. T. V held on the Water St. grounds on and close Saturday, Oct. 19.
The
don, who was sent to Camp Devens.
Doherty went to Fredericton by auto Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 21st. Re amount of the loan and the rate of
Friday, returning Sunday.
Call No. 1109, was for Limited Ser
freshments will be served from 3 to interest and the period and terms
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Scribner are in 7.30. Everybody welcome to partici were left to be made the subject of a
vice men who went to Syracuse, N. Y.
Bangor for a short visit with their pate in a good time. Ten per cent of
taking 6 men as follows:
later announce ment.
■daughter, Mrs. D. Buckley.
the gross receipts will be given to the
Delbert John Parlin, Easton, Me.
It is taken for granted here that the
Mrs. Parker Craig and daughter of Red Cross.
rate of interest will be 4% per cent, vcst, when Gov. Milliken called to
James F. Palmer, Houlton, Me.
Augusta were the guests of relatives
and that the principal will be not less gether a conference of the leading
Frederick B. Hussey, Blaine, Me.
in town and vicinity last week.
NEW PRINCIPAL H. H. S.
than $6,000,000,000. This total, how men from all over the state, on Sun
SPECIAL
CHURCH
NOTICE
El we 11 I). Field, Mars Hill, Me.
Mss Georgia Watt of Ottawa who
W. G. Hoyt who has been principal
ever, is subject to the conting nicy day, May 5th. A Recruiting Commit
The
Rev.
Thomas
Whiteside
will
go
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
of the Ashland High School for a num • Edwin I). Bagiev, Pittsfield, Me.
to Chicopee, Mass., this week on his that the new revenue bill now being tee of 75, with Henry F. Merrill of
Geo. E. Dunn has returned home.
Raymond E. Willett, Presque Isle,
prepared by the ways and means com Portland as Chairman, was appointed, ber of years has been elected to a
Leonard F. Stover and wife are vacation. All services, including the
similiar position in the Houlton High
mittee
will
be
framed
so
as
to
pro
luce
and this Committee has been of great
spending their vacation at Mr. Stover’s Sunday School, will be omitted the
the limit of taxation asked by Secre assistance in finding the right men to School.
C A U G H T COLD A T PALM BEACH
next
two
Sundays.
The
Littleton
old home in W. Appleton, Maine.
Southern
climate is no protection
Mr. Hoyt is a graduate of Bowdoin
Camp Meeting will be in session those tary McAdoo, which is $8,000,000,000. represent the State Overseas. An of
against summer colds. Helen R. Saun
A large number of Houlton people
The
difficulties
encountered
in
increas
two Sundays. At the morning service
fice was opened in the Savings Bank college and was an honor man during ders. 026 2nd. Aw, W. Palm Beach, Fla.,
were in Presque Isle Thuisday and
writes: "My severe cold on the chest was
next Sunday the Rev. Dr. Moss, for ing the volume of taxation are recog Building in Waterville with Professor his entire course, coming to Houlton relived by Foley's Honey and Tar Com
Friday to attend the Circuit racing.
pound.’ . This fine old family remedy can
merly of India, will give an address on nized to be so great that Congress Clarence Richard Johnson of Colby
highly recommended. He is married be depended upon to relieve summer
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Paul are receiv
colds, hay fever, asthma and croup.
the subject, The Drive for World may decide on an adjustment of the College as the State Recruiting Sec
ing congratulations on the birth of a Democracy. This address will be fol loan so as to require a larger bond is
T H L H A T H H W A Y DRUG CO.
retary. This office will continue to be and has a familv.
son, Sunday, at the Madigan Hospital. lowed by a strong gospel^message by sue than would otherwise be neces
open for some time, for, in the words
Miss Doris Virgie of Bangor is the Evangelist Powell. At 2.00 P. M. Dr. sary.
'o f Dr. George Grafton Wilson, Profes
Larger Issues Coming
guest of her aunt, Mrs. O. B. Buzzell, Moss will speak on Methodism's
sor of the International Law at Har
In fixing the bulk load of war rev vard University, and Head of the Per
Pleasant St., for a visit of a few World Parish. This will be followed
weeks.
by a sermon by the Rev. Albert E. enue and the proportion of war cost sonnel Bueau of the Northeastern DeMrs. Geo. McNair has returned M orris of Bangor. At 7.00 P. M. evan- to be sustained by bond it is well un partmen of the Red Triangle, “ We
derstood that as the war progresses cannot get too many of the right sort
from an extended visit with friends in'gelist Powell will preach.
the price level of all commodities en of men from Maine. They are versatile
On
the
following
Sunday,
Aug.
ISth,
Bath, Rockland, and other cities along
tering into the prosecution of our vast and far more resourceful than those
the
Rev.
Robert
Colpitts
will
preach.
the coast.
military program is constantly rising. from other parts of our Country.”
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Putnam and
This will necessitate, in all probabil
The French Government, seeing the
daughter, Elizabeth, have returned LETTER
FROM GEORGE H. ity, larger and larger bond issues.
m
great utility of the work that the As
from a few days spent at Grand Lake
The anticipation of this condition sociation does for the soldiers, has
SEAMANS
Stream.
during the war year, when the United asked for hundreds of Secretaries for
Camp U. S. N. T. S.
Miss Alice Madigan and Mr. and
Newport, July 2S, 1918 States may be called on to raise for the French Army. Owing to the im 
Mrs. Justin C. Rose, left last week, Dear Folks :war purposes not less than $35,000,- proved morale which the Red Triangle
for Machais, where they will visit
Just a few lines to let you know how 000,000, supports the idea of a rela always creates among soldiers, Gen.
relatives.
I am getting along. I will tell you tive large bond issue for the last cam Retain of the French Army says that
HEBRON, MAINE
* *
Geo. Lavigne who has been employ what we have to go through in one paign of the present industrial year.
the right Secretary in a Y. M. C. A.
'T H E future holds countless opportunities
ed at the Bowlodrome during the past day. We get up at five o’clock and j The fourth l ond campaign will be
Buildings and dormitories are of the most
hut is worth 500 soldiers.
for the wide-awake boys and far-sighted
beautiful type in New England. Its location
year, has gone tp work with the B. & ,have fifteen minutes to dress, lash our conducted on a scale of activity and
girls of today. How can your boy or girl
in a hamlet having no resorts or distract
meet the needs and responsibilities of that
A. paint crew.
j hammock’s and get out doors, and fall with an ingenuity not approached pre
ing entertainments, affords conditions most
great time ?
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is
INFORMATION WANTED
Business men should read
the ; in, for roll call. There are eight men viously. A vastly larger force of work
maintained.
Hebron, through its proper environment,
Falmouth, Maine.
article on page 6 of this issue “ Busi- detailed every morning to sweep and ers will be employed and the entire
close contact with students from many parts
Practical courses in Sewing, Home Eco
July 26, 1918
of the country, courses of study and plan of
They country will be given an opportunity
ness after the W ar” which contains scrub the shack we live in.
nomics, and Domestic Chemistry will be
play, is moulding body, mind and soul for
added studies for girls in the coming year.
start about half past five and get to participate. The fact that the last The Times,
much food for thought.
the tasks of this golden future.
Wholesome rivalry in all sports.
|
Houlton,
Maine.
loan
was
subscribed
for
by
over
twice
through
about
a
quarter
past
six.
It is an ideal school for college prepa
Ensign Ralph Powers of the Avia
For catalog and particulars, address
ration and also offers practical courses for
tion section of the U. S. A. accompan Then we go in and undress and go as many subscribers than participated Gentlemen: those uot preparing for college.
WM. L SARGENT, Litt.D., Principal.
Please publish the following notice:
ied by his wife, is the guest of his down to the bath house for a shower in the first or second loans has justi
The
undersigned
Mr.
Walter
T.
Cur
bath. Mess call blows at seven and fied Secretary McAdoo in the belief
sister, Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn.
we have to be all ready to fall in that the fourth loan campaign can be tis, father of William C. Curtis who
Wood J. Mooers who has been em
tke jthen. At eight o’clock we fall in for made to reach fully one-fourth of the mysteriously left his home in Fal
ployed for a number of years by
. I colours, and the first drill period, population of the country and include mouth, Sunday June 30, is in a state
T EN BUILDINGS
FORTY ACRES
Astle Music Co., covering the up
j which lasts about an hour and a half. them in the great army of investors of great anxiety to know the where
country towns, has resigned.
abouts of his son and is offering a re
jThe first period is a review and all in the war debt.
Child Welfare week, is being ob
ward of one hundred dollars to any
,the men on the island take part in it,
Spirited Campaign
served this week at the High School
j After we pass in review we sing a few
The country will be appealed to with one who will locate him. Also if he,
Auditorium, and a most attractive
songs, the last one being “ The Star new and striking film arguments, with William reads this notice will he
prqgram is being carried out.
! Spangled Banner.”
We have two a great variety of powerful poster kindly notify his father where he is
Miss Margaret Hanson of Irederic- |more t]rm periods in the morning and slogans, and with a use of the press as he very anxious for him to come
ton, N. B. was the guest of her grand- itwo jn the afternoon. We get through and the platform such as never been back home.
mother, Mrs. Kenneth McKay. High M half past three. We have from half witnessed before in this country.
Description of the young man as he
St., during Chautauqua week.
past three until six to wash our
There are to be 19 days of actual left home is as follows:
L. S. Howe of Presque Isle, has been clothes. At six we go to chow, and campaign work. In the interim the
He is twentv-two years old: about
appointed Income Tax Inspector tak at seven we fall in for a muster. Then great task of organization and pre
ing the place of Kingsbury B. Piper we have until nine-thirty to do as we paration will go on.
In fact it has
who has entered the U. S. Customs please. We have got to go to bed at been going on for several weeks.
nine-thirty.
Artists have been making posters,
service.
a Kodak in your pocket
There are entertainments every waiters have been preparing cam
Mrs. E. P. Bessey of Freedom is the
night
for
us
at
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
or
K.
paign literature, and printing presses
guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Vose, re
have them to fit) when
turning by auto with Mr. and Mrs. of C. There are boxing bouts, moving in all parts of the country have been
pictures
and
vaudeville,
and
they
are
turning
out
many
millions
of
mottoes,
Vose who were in Freedom visiting
all free. You see we have a pretty cartoons, posters, and slogans.
go on a fishing trip or
relatives.
good time. The work is not too hard.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Crockett, Mrs.
W e have sitting-up exercises in the
outing and snap a fewjshots—
Haley, Miss Bernice Haley, Gordon
Y. M. C. A. WORKERS
last period in the afternoon, and they
Haley, Miss Louise Magee and W. F.
60 Maine men for Y. M. C. A. ser
sure do build a fellow up, I have gain
bring the films to us and we will develop
Everything
Braden are enjoying a camping trip
vice
Overseas, is the response of this
ed about eight pounds since I came
Id Kodaks
near Princeton.
State to the call of Dr. John R. Mott
down here.
and print them for you.
The satisfaction
anJ> Supplier
for
4000
men
to
be
secured
by
the
Wilford Fullerton and family re
I have got a swell job now, I am
turned by auto Friday from a month’s assistant instructor in the sixth com early part of August, ready to sail on
of a lasting record of the trip is supreme
visit in Portland and vicinity.
Mr. pany. I help in the drilling, and have the first day of September, to work
HUSBAND AND W IFE
Fullerton resumed his duties at the just as much authority as the com among the soldiers on the Other Side.
Mrs. Frank P. Wood, Box IS, R. F. D.
Trust Company on Monday.
pany commander. I have an easy Maine was asked to furnish only 33 as 2, Morrill, Me., writes: "Foley Kidney
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Emerson of time of it. I can go ashore every her quota of this number of men en Pills help me so much. My husband al
so has received much benefit from them.
Island Falls were in town
Sunday other night and I get forty-two hours gage in this most important war ser He was so lame he could not stoop over
vice, but she has prctically doubled and now he feels no pain." Lame hack,
evening, bringing over Gov. Mllllken liberty every other week.
sore muscles,
stiff joints,
rheumatic
her
quota in the number of men al aches and pains quickly conquered by
who addressed the meeting Sunday
The sad part of it is that I have got
Folev Kidnev Pills.
evening and who returned with them to stay on the island for six months, ready appointed. A number of other
T H L HAT ML W A Y DRUG GO.

New Revenue Bill May
Affect Total

H eb ron A c a d e m y

Summer Time
is Kodak Time

W inners,

Every Tim e

The Yankees
in France

The B F A Cigar
in the 6c Field

to Island Falls, where he spent
day.

Sun for we are all anxious to get on a
boat. In about two months I will go
to school, one of the schools I will go
to is the gunnery, but I don’t know
COMING EVENTS
During August and September some what the other two are yet, all I know
-Of the finest and snappiest facing to is that I will- go to three different
be seen in the state will occur right schools.After that if I have good
luck will go aboard ship.
here in Aroostook.
There were fifteen of us picked from
The horses that have been entered
are going good, and before the season about nine hundred, for assistant in
is over you may expect to see the structors, so you see that the time I
put in in the Maine National Guard
track records “Go Smash.”
Come to Aroostook and enjoy the was not lost. All of us has had mili
Garden of Maine while it is at its tary experience before we came here.
If we make good in all of the schools
best.
we will get a rating before we ge
What’s Doing!
Circuit races, Ft. Fairfield, Aug. 8— aboard ship, and believe, me, that
Imeans quite a lot. It makes a lot of
9.
Caribou Fair, Caribou, Aug. 20— 21 difference whether you are doing the
work or telling someone else to do it.
—
.
Houlton Fair, Houlton, Aug. 27— 28 I have got to stop and scrub a white
suit for inspection Wednesday.
— 29— 30.
Write soon,
Northern Maine Fair, Presque Isle,
George.
«e p t. 3— 4— 5— 6.
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undoubtedly lead to a diversion of f frm a few examples of “ profiteering.” permit Turkish newspapers to attack
force to the purchase ! Perhaps that attitude accomplished Bulgaria.
What does the future hold for us? of foreign securities and thus to a something in preventing unjust mono
Announcement was made some time
In what condition will the end of the greater market for cm’ i on. noditic
polies and possibly business has learn ago that Germany and Turkey were in
war find out finances, our productive abroad and the preservatx
a hot dispute over the disposition of
of c ' ed something out of it all.
capacity, our markets, and our sales gold supply, and hence of ox.' credit,
But certainly the time for persecu Russia's Black sea fleet. Talaat Pasha
manship hi them?
Those are the at home. Trade invariably follows tion has now passed and it is an im the Turkish grand vizier, replying to
factors which will determine our pros the investment of capital and we shall portant sign that the government, deputations from the Turkish Naval
perity and hence the worth of our na need more than our home markets to with the approval of the whole think League, which pointed out that Tur
tional and private securities.
keep employed the increased produc ing public, has gone into a kind of key had an incontestable claim to the
Personal opinions differ widely; one tion of our land. As has been well partnership with business.
The gov fleet, said negotiations were proceed
can find both encouraging and dis said by a (dear thinker on this sub ernment can mightily help business, ing between Germany and Russia for
couraging forecasts. But the weight
and the only danger is that it will ex the handing over of the fleet to Ger
ject:
of opinion— the thought of our great
“ By investing capital outside our tend the partnership into complete many. but that the Turkish govern
est leaders in finance and industry— own boundaries we shall lay a solid ownership and control.
ment had taken energetic action with
is decidedly bullish. The leaders are foundation for ultimately increasing
Some business men feel that govern- |a view to acquiring it.
prearlng for a great business era; both our exports and imports, regard mental control of the railroads and of
Turkey's ambitions in the Black sea
they feel that the present war will less of the violent readjustments which various commodities has not, to date, littoral and in the Cancans recently
serve to bring us out— to develop the may occur in foreign trade at the be been especially happy and perhaps were attacked by the Ban-German Ber
many national muscles that have had ginning of the economic struggle few men favor its continuance beyond lin newspaper, Kreuz /eitung.
but scant exercise. And here I shall which is destined to succeed the pres the war and readjustment period. In
“ Turkey's idea." said the newspaper,
tell how and why they arrive at their ent war. For it follows that by mak England also there is a general de "seems to be to gain a dominating
conclusions.
ing judiuious investments in other mand that private ownership be re position in the Black sea, making the
First,
however, bear this single countries we will not only provide a stored.
Pan-Turkish idea
paramount
there
point in mind. The war is not over; fund of money to be drawn against
However much of the present state and creating in the Caucasus a strong
we do not know when it will end, but in the future, but we will increase the of socialism is retained, it is safe to rampart between Turkey and Russia.
we think that we know how it will purchasing power of those countries say that large and economical business Hence, Germany's policy is confront
end and that is in an Allied victory. through aiding in their development. will be encouraged and that only ed with difficult tasks.”
W e have as a nation, underwritten j And thereby we shall increase the "bad”
business will be penalized.
this war with all our resources— men, j demand for such things as we may de There seems little likelihood that the
money, and material—and without a sire to sell to them.”
sheep and the goats will again be cor
successful culmination of our under- |
ralled together.
writing all plans for the future will CAN WE USE THE WAR PLANTS
Under ordinary conditions the heart
be Off.
|
AFTER THE WAR?
beats an* controlled by certain nerve
For then Germany and not oursel-1 j j ut shall we have anything to sell
cells which an* located within the
ves will make our plans for us.
A [ abroad? Will it be possible to divert
heart itself, and these cause the heart
partial German victory— a peace s e t - j the energy now devoted to the proThe relations between Germany and to beat even while the brain
is
tlement on the basis of giving Ger- \(iUctlon of war materials to the fabri- Turkey have been severed according asleep.
many a free hand in her “ Mlttel cation 0f articles of general commerce? to direct information from Constan
This explains why the heart treats
Europa” program—o r any other peace |how much of the installation for war tinople.
when the* brain is asleep, and tin* fact
which does not crush militarism, w i l l j work wm be useless in peace time?
This announcement is made by the that tin* brain when asleep does not
make most of our plans worthless; I Great factories are going up all over Copenhagen correspondent of the Ex exercise its functions shows how ne
for then, instead of giving ourselves j t^e country; how many have been put change Telegraph Company.
cessary this arrangement and the con
over to commerce, we shall have to j up j S a military secret known only in
A n t i- G e r m a n F e e lin g Grows
trol or ordinary heart beats are.
If
devote our major attention to prepar- Washington. But the number and the
The excitement against
Germany, this were not so. says the Book of
ing against the next war.
capacity of the new factories and the tin.* advices further say, has been Wonders, we should not la* aide to
Our present business is winning the Ja(1(|itjons to old plants are simply growing, particularly after last week s : Hv(1 whil(, asleep.
war;
but forehandedness demands j enormous. One has but to travel events. The Germans recently d< It is just like tin* management of a
that we give thought to after the vmr. ai)0Ut to gain a realization of the new manded the cruise:- Hamidieh, the on- K,.(,at i)Usin,,ss in this sense. Tlx* genWhat thought has been given to the j construction— it is everywhere and lv large ship then in possession of L ral manaKer of a great business has
after-the-war conditions takes as a 0f an descriptions. The stupendous Turkey, as compensation for the Bros- Lontrol ()f the entire works, and In*
premise a civilized Germany; there is ,shipyards at Hog Island are but an lau, the former German cruiser, which j nius( have his orgnization so complete
not much use in arranging your china |exampie. Can we possibly find use was destroyed
in the Dardanelles j
tjl(1 parfs which
he cannot be
while a wild bull is still in the shop, j for au this equipment after its pres- while under the Turkish flag. Despite j thinkinK al)OU( at tlx> time will do
W h a to f our finances? Shall we be ent needs are over?
Turkey’s protest the Hamidieh has |^ j r work just the ame.
Thus he
burdened with debt?
The shipyards will hardly be able departed for Sebastopol with the Ger surrounds himself with competent as
Undoubtedly we shall have a great L 0 run at capacity during peace times man flag flying.
sistants, who look after certain de
national debt on which the fixed and it would be abnormal if they did
partments while In* is busy or away
charges will be very large; but such so; but the world will need ships in
If, as reported, there has been a or asleep, and if anything goes wrong
a debt Is not to be considered in the large numbers for several years after
break in the relations between Ger while In* is away In* calls on special
same class with a private debt; the the war to replace those that have
many and Turkey disputes over the forces to set things right.
money which we shall pay to the gov been sunk and there will be a steady
Now tin* brain is the general mana
distribution of the spoils of war doubt
ernment in taxes will be returned to demand of sufficient volume to keep
less form the basis of it. For a long ger of the whole body and has these
us as interest or principal payments all but the temporary yards busy.
time there* have; been rumors that nerve cells in the heart as a sort of
oh our loans.
Then, too, much of the present capac Turkey was opposed to the share of assistant manager to look after tin*
Since the absorption of the Liberty ity can be turned to repair work, for
Roumania that Bulgaria was to re heart beats in ordinary conditions and
loans has been by the people as a our possession of a merchant fleet will
ceive and that Turkey also was look to keep the heart going while he is
whole, so also the distribution of the entail the maintenance of repair sta
But, by reason of its office of
the a s l e e p .
ing with jealous eye s t o w a r d
payments by the government will be tions in which we are now sadly lack
Black sea littoral tin* C a u c a s u s and [general manager, the brain has a spepractically to the whole population; ing.
{cin 1 w a y of sending orders io tin* heart
the Balkans.
and it will be the whole population
Some of the special machinery for
'through special n e r v e s which run from
Debate in Reichstag
that will pay the taxes; for, no matter munitions will lx* employed in a peace
I t he b r a i n d o w n e a c h s i de ot tin* n e c k
Announcement, was made in t he
what form taxes take, it is the people preparedness program and the remain
| to t he lieai'l.
T h e n * a r e t w o p a i r s of
as a whole who eventually pay them der of it will likely either lx* laid by Reichstag in June that dil'leremt had
't h e s e special nerves.
O n e pai r , if set
in one way or another.
or adapted for new uses. A negligible arisen between Bulgaria and Turkey in mo t i on , wi l l main* tin* h e a r t h e a t
Were we a debtor nation, a large portion will require scrapping.
The I ovrr the division of lands talent from f as t e r , a nd t he o t h e r p a i r wi l l m a k e
debt might be stifling, hut we have famous
English munition makers, ! Roumania under the pmo-e agreement tin* he ar t heat ac re s l o w l y .
done all of our borrowing at home and Vickers, Ltd., have just announced j with the central powers. .Tlx* an
will continue so to do; we shall not their plans for making -after-the-war ' noimeenxuif was made by Dr. Von
j Luelilmann. tlx- German foreign s"chave to send money abroad to pay in use of their equipment.
I
terest or dividends, but on the con
They contemplate turning one fac rotary, who said that the provisional

OUTLOOK AFTER THE WAR

this investinnet

WHY HEART BEATS
WHEN BRAIN SLEEPS

years that Poland might be free and
great. That struggle, interrupted by
two centuries of disintegration, divi
sion and oppresson, is now resumed
under the auspices of the allied na
tions and of America. The liberation
and the unification of the Polish na
tion. with its scattered and sorely op
pressed 20,u0u,ooo souls, is an essen
tial part of the program of the great
nations that have pledged their all to
make the* world free.

minus his overcoat and his tunic was
torn by shrapnel. He was soaked to
the bone, for it was raining, and he
i was shivering with cold and pain. The
nurse hurried to him and asked him
what had become of his overcoat
Oh, he said, his teeth chattering,
my pal was killed back there, and he
looked so cold lying there in the rain,
J took off my coat and put it over him.”
If the men in the trenches, with their
dirt and filth, their swearing and
fighting, can show such tenderness
and unselfishness, and sacrifice, are
you here at home to fall below them
in nobility of spirit. I don't believe
you are.

Tin* presentation of flags--Polish
flags—-to the Polish regiments fight
ing in France by the President of the
French republic is a dramatic event
in a decisive* epoch in the history of
tin* world. It. is a promise* that Poland
shall once more take her place* among
W h a t Impressed Him
the free and mighty peoples of the
At the iiage of four Thomas was
earth.
taken to nterview the
menagerie,

When the party stopped before the

CHIVALRY

lion's cage

After tin* first gas attack at Ypres in
April, 191"), 1 was knocked out for a
while and was in the clearing station
at Merville. One day when I was ly
ing there on a stretcher a poor, mis
erable soldier cairn* in. He was cov
ered with mud and blood.
He was

Thomas' sister informed
him that 1 tiis animal was called a
lion. 1’"or E few moments Thomas was
bowilflion*d at the abundance of flow
bewildered
ing hair the lion possessed, and then
suddenly exclaimed: “ Some mustache,
believe me! ’

TURCO-GERMAN
BREAK ALLEGED

POLISH STANDARD
NEVER FURLED
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Counting the Cost
Before a man starts to bui ld a house,
mates of the cost.

he

g et s

esti

I f i n a wise plan also in any u n d e r t a k i n g to estimate
the1 cost of e x p e n s e s and not go b e y on d the i ncome.
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1 t x Polish host!
their marine factories will turn out j ()l ( *1( Bulgarian people
n ow no l o n g e r a L : ion. hut an a r m y
The foreign seeretary added that
heavy oil engines, land boilers, and
t he mt c l c i m of i lx a r m y t h i t is deslarge gas engines. In short, they have tlx* question was a d i f f e r e n c e of opin
of
tlx*
ion
between
two
of
Germany's
allies,
incil
to h e l p i nt In w i n n i n g
perfected a plan by which all but a
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to
whom
Germany
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small portion of machinery and tools
U n d e r that s t a n d a r d o f tlx* w h i t e
can be utilized; and that small por actly equal ties, and that everything
tion, as their plans at the present time must be avoided which would cause e a g l e upo n t he c r i m s o n field m i l l i o n s
L
—e .' 'read, they intend to store against the tlx* impression to prevail abroad that jof men hav f o u g h t and tiled and died
Germany's policy favored tlx* claims in tlx* com * o f ;h<* last t housa ml
possibility of another war.
We are in like case insofar as our of tlx* oix* ally at tlx* expense of tin* | h ....
j
war preparations are concerned, and other.
Tin*
('olognuo
Gazette
early
in
Jure
j MANY PRESCRIPTIONS
engineers do not see any greal diffi
asserted that tlx* differences between
AT THIS SEASON !
W IL L THIS C O UN TR Y BECOME culty in quickly revamping tlx* war
factories for peace production, pro Turkey and Bulgaria involved a eer-j In order to comprise the best course 1
THE W O R L D ’S B AN KER?
treatment, and to secure the best ;
vided we have the men and the ma tain danger that the “ work or har-!
W e are buying heavily of guns and terial.
mony achieved by the central powers results, should read as follows:
II Hood's Barsaparilla— 11 oz. .
ammunition in England and France,
We have Doth the men and the ma at Bucharest may suffer." The news
’eptiron
pills
!
but not yet to the extent that we are terial. Our physical resources are paper added that both Bulgaria and
S i g: One teaspoonful H o o d ’s Sar- ;
lending money to these countries.
Always be on the safe side of any investment or loan.
greater than those* of any other nation Turkey were claiming Germany's full
saparilla before meals
i
Certainly we shall have a large bal excepting possibly Russia.
For in support in their respective interests.
Two Peptiron after meals
1
ance in our favor when the war ends. stance. it has bet*n calculated that we The North Geimau Allgomeirn* ZeiDo not let the promise of big dividends influence you to risk
There is no better course o f medi- !
At the end of the war the present already produce 28 per cent, of tlx* tung, the semi-official German govern cine f or impure blood, run-down
your saved dollars.
belligerents will look to us for com coal, 10 por cent, of the iron, and 12 ment organ howo\er, declared that condition and loss o f appetite. These i
modities and not for our gold; and I per cent of tlx* steel of the world. Wo the dispute over Pnbrudja was one on two medicines
working together I
BANK W IT H US
i
hence we shall have a large gold sup [have about 29 per cent, of the whole which Turkey and Bulgaria won id often give a four-fold benefit.
ply on which to found credits. It is wealth 01 the world and we are like- have to come to an agreement and
not unreasonable to suppose that wi jwiso long leaders in petroleum, cot- that Germany could only express her
ghall eventually be the bankers of thou
(.opiUM. tim!)(ir aud Jn a numlu,r self reservedly on tin* matter if Ger
world.
j of other staples. Since the war we many was not to assume heavy res
by chronic or acute throat and lung
Our home markets should he g re a t-jhavo taken a lonR sU,p fonvar(l in tho ponsibilities for the future.
troubles which often decrease efficiency
and menace life itself, try
er than ever, for wealth will be more ■manufa(.ture of c.hemic*als and, in
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evenly distributed than in the past■ short wo are now al)le to pr0(lU(.(,
This Is a Calcium preparation posseasA few days later (he Berlin Vossich
Income and excess profit taxes w i l l |more an(, <a groater vari(,tv ()f (:om.
ed of marked tonic value In addition to
Its
remedial qualities. C on tain s no A l
Xeitung
printed
an
article
by
its
Con
probably prevent the acquisition o f ; llloditi<iS than at training camps have
cohol, Narcotlo or Habit-Forming Drug,
stantinople
correspondent,
declaring
any very large fortunes fiom w a r , kave already demonstrated that fact,
$2 size, now $1.50. f $! size, dow 80c.
Price includes War tax. AU druggls
work; all of the direct taxes press
The lnanufa(qurers themselves are that tlx* political censorship in Tur
Jiclcmg^JLgbomtorjZ^^hllademhlafl
more heavily on the rich man than ° n , daily having lessons in efficiency key had been abolished in order to
H K spirit of war -t ime e c o n o m y is s h o wn not o n l y
the comparatively poor, ami their ef-|through the necessity of preventing
in the s a v i n g of m o n ey and food, but also in the
feet will be to make the poor richer waste and utilizing man-power to tlx
co ns er va ti on of ti me and w o rk in the home.
It
and the rich poorer: for. It Is to borne utmost. an(1 thev haV(, als0 ha(] mm.h
In mind, labor Is absorbing a great ()f th(,
.kiness- taken
„f
is the d u t y of e v e r y A m e r i c a n h ous e wi fe to aid
part of all our war outlays without in- The 0<.,.asi0nal attftu(k. that no(hillK
in local w ar activities, b u t ma ny are unabl e to do so
dlvldually having to meet the propor, lM, talu,ht
an All„.ri,.all fa,..
be caus e of the g re a t a mo u nt of time r equi red for kor di na ry
tlonate tax demands upon the wealthy. -,ory ,Ma|| has ,„,l|)(>l| t()
„a,.k (nn.

trary we shall receive money.
The end of the war will find us a
creditor nation unless our purchases
of munitions and supplies abroad run
into figures that now seem impossible.
At the outbreak of the war, we were
debtors to the extent of perhaps $6,000,000,000. since then we have re
ceived more than a billion of gold,
have bought back two and a half bil
lions of* foreign-owned securities, and
have loaned, before our entry into the
conflict and through private bankers,
about two billions more. Government
advances to the Allies will foot up to
more than five billions and of course
they are constantly increasing.
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WHEN WEAK
OR RUN DOWN/

HOULTONU MAINE

ECKMAPfS ALTERATIVE

T

You Cannot Afford

This wider distribution of wealth tradc*.
will undoubtedly cause a greater home j Businoss has not 1)een popular in
business than we have ever dreamed .
country for s<>nx* vears; corporaof, because a single rich man cannot tIon aml (.,I)(,(.ially railroad baiting
possibly spend as much as. say, 100 : hns heen a 1V(.ORnjZ(Ml spoi.f
rom .
men in comfortable circumstances, n o r; ],1,iation.. ,ha1
,*„,. i>(onomv have
create the same amount of business.
pros(M.ut(l(1 a:ul s,..;u,<inx*s perAnd the men who are thus increas- 1secuted. The polititians have not lin
ing their formerly small incomes an* derstood business; they have judged it
also becoming investors in the secur |
« ■ ■ ■■■— —,- . .. ...... .
„ ,
ities of the nation; the habits of thrift
and the introduction to investments
will hardly die with the war, and we
may expect to see very wide markets
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
for first-class securities and especial- often indicates a general weakness of
ly for “baby bonds.”
Already the
body and local treatments in the
public is buying steadily and quietly form 0f snuffs m d vapors only irritate
out of moneys that previously they ftnd do l M e i{
d#
never thought they could spare; and ( T
t
t
,
should treat
this 1, in addition to purchases of Libb enrichingyour blood with
erty bonds and subscriptions to war f l * o i l W i n Scott’s Emulsion which
charities. W e are just finding our# medicinai food and a building,
sehres In an Investment way.
i ton| {ree from any hannfui d r o p .
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, .
f know‘edget 01 ! ° relg" I t U helping thousands. T ry it.
lands that the war has brought will
eomtSt«»mi..akwn«.M.l».I.
_•

h ous eh ol d cares.

to let your buildings go unpainted when you can buy
paint of this quality for

K le c t r i c i t y solves this probl em by d oi ng the tas ks that
o r di na r il y t a k e the best part of a da y in a few hours,
g i v i n g more leisure time and accompli.-lung the w ork in a

$ 1.50 a Gallon

far more efficient manner.

We find that, we are over
stocked, and in order to re
duce this we will for a limited
time
t

Shawmut Paint
■ ' 1fit> above price
Come early if you wish to
take advantage of this offer.
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6 teaspoons baking powder
an hour for dinner. And they quit all who ride with her, especially the (the chairman, has arrived in London
nuts or raisins last.
Fill greased
1 teaspoon salt
work at 7.30 at night. You can reckon Americans. Londoners seem to have after an uneventful voyage on an
cans one half full.
1 1-3 cups corn flour
Prepared by Prof. Francis R. Free
it for yourself and see that it was a recovered long since from their aston- 1 American battleship,
Steam the bread for 3 hours or long
1 cup ground rolled oats
man, Home Economics Director, Uni er, and then set it in the oven to dry
pretty long day and no Saturday af- ishment over her achievements.
j The committee was met b„ repreternoons
off
either.
For
that
week’s
ted States Food Administration, Oro- for 15 minutes.
Rice and Barley Bread:C IM C U A C n W T
.sentatives of the British admiralty
work they got three dollars and later J l i T l o MAd rL tLl
no, Maine.
50 per cent Rice Flour
'and other officials, and before
proBrown Bread :it went to four.
My sister earned
50 per cent Barley Flour
OF 25ft VFSSFIS seeding to London visited the naval
Q U IC K B R E A D S
1 cup cornmeal
$3.50 and paid $2 a week for room and
cup liquid
1 cup rye flour
A recent
'Cornmeal Muffina:-No 1
dispatch from London ibases aud witn(is5Sed the Joint activi
board.
tablespoons fat
Vi teaspoon soda
1 cup cornmeal
says:
‘
There
is no branch of Anglo- ties of the British and American nav
‘•And thc> room was an attic, unheat
tablespoons sirup
ies in those waters.
2
teaspoons
baking
powder
14 cup flour
ed and with candles, then whale oil American activity in which co-opera
eggs
The members of the committee
1
teaspoon
salt
Vi teaspoon soda
lamps. Four girls shared it together tion and comrade ships art1 more
teaspoons baking powder
visited Vice-Admiral Sims, Ambassa
1-3 cup molasses
1 teaspoon baking powder
marked
and
more
complete
than
in
in two beds, one a trundle that slid in
1 tea 1:0 on salt
dor Rage and the first lord of the ad
1 cup sour milk
1 teaspoon salt
under the other in the daytime. All the navy,” said Sir Eric Geddes. first miralty and were the guests of the
2 cups barley flour
1
or
2
tablespoons
melted
fat
1 egg, beaten
hands washed at the common sink in lord of the British admiralty, speak- American Club. They attended the
1 cup rice flour
Vi cup raisins
1 cup sour milk
the kitchen which was also the living
Amoiiean Luncheon (dub.
Sift the dry ingredients together;
1 tablespoon sirup
“There are more than 250 debate on the Irish question in the
room. A long table m another room recently.
House of Commons.
add the liquids and the raisins, and
2 tablespoons melted fat
was the dining arrangements, and it American warships now based on this
Commodore Guy Gaunt, formerly at
Lt.
Charles
A.
Jenkins
of
the
Mix the dry ingredients, and add turn the mixture into greased molds.
was heated only from the kitchen. side.” Sir Erie said, “ and Mr. Roose tached to the British embassy at
United
States
medical
corps
and
a
Steam
the
bread
for
lVi
hours.
them to the milk and beaten egg. Add
velt (American assistant secretary of
Such were the early days.
Washington, has been delegated by
veteran of the Paris and Channel
the fat last, and bake the muffins in Rolled Oats Bread:“ Now I look at this crowd as it pas the navy) has assured us this number the first lord of the admiralty to act
drives,
sings
the
praise
of
tin1
greased tins in a moderate oven for
1 clip rolled oats
ses and see the men and women as will increase faster in the future than as escort. The committee will remain
Knights of Columbus field workers
25 minutes.
1 cup cornmeal
they came through those gates today in the past.”
in England for several days, and will
who are doing their share of war work
4 teaspoons baking powder
“ We are glad to welcome all these
Cornmeal Muffins:-No. 2.
Such clothes as we never dreamed of
then
go to Queenstown, and afterwards
on
the
battle
fronts
and
within
the
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup cornmeal
for our best are worn with the accus additions to tin1 allied naval strength.” to France and Italy.
zones
occupied
by
the
American
2 tablespoons sirup or molasses
1 teaspoon salt
tomedness of the times. Such short Sir Erie added, “ because every addi
Chairman Padgett said that the
troops in France.
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon baking powder
hours of work, such increased wages tional ship means a more strenuous committee were enthusiastic over
Lt.
Jenkins
went
overseas
and
was
1 egg
Vi teaspoon soda
on the face of things ought to make1 war against submarines.
what they had already seen, and were
assigned to the British expeditionary
1 or 2 tablespoons fat
Escort of American Troops
1 cup sour milk
a world happy and c intent. And yet,
prouder
than ever of America’s e f 
Mix the ingredients in the order in forces and accompanied the troops as there are strikes and complaints on
“ Large numbers of ships are being
1 tablespoon sirup
forts
in
the
war, and happy to find
medical
officer
when
the
Germans
at
which they are given. Turn the mix
required nowadays for the work of es
2 tablespoons melted fat
’ every hand.
such
cordial
relations between British
tempted
their
drive
for
the
chanm
corting incoming American troops. If
Mix the ingredients in the order in ture into greased molds, and steam it
“ Down on the corner here is a store
and American naval officers.
ports
and
against
the
lines
defending
for
lVi
hours.
which they are given, sifting the dry
a ship is on escort duty it cannot be
when1 I stood and watched the people
Cakes made with Wheat Flour Sub Paris.
ingredients together. Pour the mix
hunting and lighting submarines. So
this noon. They came and bought
Old Stuff
containing NO
WHEAT
ture into greased tins, and bake the stitutes
the additional American forces will
Victim of German Gas
freely, and I thought again of father
“
Muriel
feared
the girls wouldn’t
FLOUR.
muffins in a moderate oven.
He was gassed and sent to a field and sister. It is early June and yet mean the release of a similar number
notice her engagement-ring.”
Spice Cake:-100 per cent Barley flour. hospital and afterward transferred to then1 an1 strawberries at 40 cents a of British for intensive offensive work
Buckwheat Muffins:“ Did they?"
Vfc cup fat
a base hospital in France and later to small box, oranges, So cents the doz against U-boats.”
1 cup buckwheat flour
“ Did they? Four of them recognized
In addition to Sir Erie Geddes and
2-3 cup sugar
England for further treatment. He i en and bananas at 40 cents, cherries,
4 tablespoons cornstarch
it at once.”
1 cup syrup
now at his home at Williamantic, Gt melons of two or three kinds, peaches Franklin I). Roosevelt, the American
1 teaspoon salt
3 eggs
on furlough, and in recounting his ex at half a dollar, a day wage to father, secretary of the navy, the guests in2 teaspoons baking powder
% cup milk
periences and observations on the for eight of them. Bunches of aspar I eluded the members of the naval comVi teaspoon soda
jmittee of the American House of Rep
V
2
teaspoon
ginger
fighting fronts, he said:
1 cup sour milk
agus at 36 cents and green peas at
6 teaspoons baking powder
“ The most remarkable spectacle I SO cents tin1 peck, and many other resentatives. Mr. Roosevelt said:
1 tablespoon molasses
I4 teaspoons salt
have ever witnessed in my life,” he things, like salmon at 3S cents the | “ I came over here with the object
2 tablespoons melted fat
1 teaspoon cinnamon
said, “ was that of thousands of boy pound and lobsters about the same. !of learning. That is why I came across
Mix and sift the dry ingredients.
V2 teaspoon cloves
kneeling on a muddy field within sight And the people from the mills came the Atlantic in a destroyer. I shall
Add the liquids, and pour the mixture
spend most, of my few weeks on this T IM E A T W H IC H T R A IN S A R E E X 1 tespoon allspice
of the front line trenches while a and bought, and in numbers.
into greased muffin tins. Bake it in
PECTED
T O A R R IV E A N D
DEPART
Father
side in actually seeing things beingl
3Vi cups barley flour
a moderate oven.
Knights of Columbus chaplain celt
IN E F F E C T M A Y 20, 1918
and sister never saw many of those
done.
!
1 cup raisins
brated mass.
Corn Bread
T ra in s scheduled to leave H o u lto n
tilings till they were well along in
“ Sir Eric Geddes and myself already ,
Method:
Cream
the
fat,
sugar
and
“
It
was
the
more
impressive
because
1 cup cornmeal
A ll T ra in s D a lly ex c ep t S u nd ay
years. Grandfather never tasted those
egg yolk. Add the syrup and m i x ,1 the ceremony was performed in the tropical fruits or many vegetables now have visited Queenstown and we have! 6.30 a. m.— For Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
1 teaspoon baking powder
well. Add alternately the liquid, and darkness that precedes the dawn, a sold as dainties. They lived honestly, found things working there just as 11 9.28 a. m.— For Bangor.
Vi teaspoon soda
11.15 a. m.— For Ashand, St. Francis, Ft.
the dry ingredients sifted together. Jfew hours before these kneeling boys quietly and happily and high cost of had dreamed they ought to he working
Kent, W ashburn, Presque Isle, V a n
1 teaspoon salt
via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
—-a keen, unified energy of British and 12.49Buren,
Add the flavoring and fold in the well I were to go over the top. This was
p. m,— For Ft. Fairfield, Lim estone,
1 cup sour milk
living, or high living, never hit them.
Van Buren.
beaten egg whites. Bake for one hour I their method of preparing for the I wonder, though, what they would say American forces aiming at a common
1 egg
4.27 p. m.— For Bangor.
Buffet Sleep
end.
It
has
been
a
great
pleasure
to
in
a
moderate
oven
(170
degrees
C.-^dash
into
No
Man’s
Land
and
no
one
ing
C ar Houlton to Boston.
2 tablespoons fat
to see the mill, the city, the unrest of
meet Sir Erie, to travel with him on an i 7-52 Pi m F o r Ft. Fairfield, V an Buren*
Mix and sift the dry ingredients. 350 degrees F.) After twenty minutes I could stand on the edge of the crowd today.”
T R A IN S D U E H O U L T O N
American
destroyer and to find him a
Add the sour milk, the egg, and the raise the temperature to (205 degrees without feeling a little bit awed.
9.24 a. m.— From Van Buren, Ft. F a ir*
‘he
man,’
talking
in
our
own
language.
C-400
degrees
F.)
field.
“ These same Knights of Columbus
fat. Bake the bread in a shallow pan
Greenville*
“ The1 United States owes much to 12.39 p, m.— From Bangor,
chaplains are doing great work where
for 25 minutes in a moderate oven.
Buffet Sleeping C ar Boston to H o u l
Spice Cake:ton.
the untiring work of the British navy,
ever they are sent. I have watched
50 per cent Rice flour
Molaetea Corn C ake:5.15 p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
for it is a fact that about 6 <) per cent,
them
in
the
big
base
hospitals
distri
V
an Buren, W ashburn, Presque Isle,
50 per cent Buckwheat
1 cup cornmeal
The war has taught women not only
via. Squa Pan.
of the troopships carrying Americans
buting
cigarettes,
tobacco
and
choco
4.19 p. m.— From V an Buren, Limestone#
y2 cup fat
4-5 cup barley flour
how to drive ears, make shells, plow
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield.
lates to the wounded soldiers. I have fields and become effective soldiers, to Europe are British ships and have
2-3 cup sugar (about 414 oz.)
3Vi teaspoons baking powder
7.47 p. m.— From Bangor.
been
escorted
by
British
men-of-war.
watched them playing games with the but it also has taught many of them,
1 cup sirup ( 1 1 y2 oz.)
Vi cup molasses or sirup
Time tables giving complete inform a*
“ Tin1 United States has. 1 believe, at tlon
men on the white cots or telling who didn't know how before, to cook
may be obtained at ticket offices.
3 eggs
1 cup milk
last struck its stride in naval con
amusing tales to the convalescent and to sew.
GEO. M. H O U G H T O N , P a ss ’r Traffic
% cup milk (6 oz.)
1 egg
struction and we shall deliver ships Manager, Bangor, Maine.
men.
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon salt
A writer in a London paper says he very rapidly hem forth."
“ They are everywhere, soothing the
1 cup rice flour (5 oz.)
1 tablespoon melted fat
knows of several girls in a British gov
dying,
cheering the wounded and
Naval Committee Arrives
V& teaspoon ginger
Mix and sift the dry ingredients.
ernment office who spend their even
amusing the strong men who go to
The
naval affairs committee of the \
6 teaspoons baking powder
Add the milk, the well-beaten egg, and
ings in learning cookery.
"Most of
the rear for a short leave after days
United
States House of Representa-;
V4 teaspoon salt
the fat. Bake the cake in a shallow
them.” he says, “ come from homes
in the trenches.
tives,
headed
by Lemuel P. Padgett. J
1 teaspoon cinnamon
pan in a hot oven for 20 minutes.
where the things of the house have
“ The Knights of Coiumubs huts in
V2 teaspoon cloves
One cup sour milk may be substi
always been done for them by well
France are very popular with the men.
1 teaspoon allspice
tuted for the sweet milk, in which
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
trained servants. I asked one of these
The secretaries operate no canteens
1 cup buckwheat (5 oz.)
case use Vi teaspoon soda and lVi
Whe reas William B. Brown of Mars
girls why sht1 was spending her spare
Method: Cream the fat, sugar and All supplies are given to the soldiers time in learning to boil cabbage and Hill, in the county of Aroostook and i
teaspoons baking powder.
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed i
egg
yolk. Add the sirup and mix well. without charge, ana in addition the make potatoes look attractive.
Crackling Bread :•
dated April 5, 1912, recorded in the
secretaries advance small sums of
Add
alternately
the
liquid,
and
the
2 cups cornmeal
” ‘I want to feel independent.,’ she Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol.
dry Ingredients sifted together. Add money to the men who are ‘brokt
1 cup cracklings
said.
'I expect to be married shortly, 259, Page 429, conveyed to Houlton
Trust Company, a certain piece or
the flavoring and fold in the well beat This is important, because very fr e 
2Vi teaspoons salt
and I should feel such a fool if my parcel of real estate situate in Mars
en egg whites. Bake for one hour in quently the paymaster is delayed in
Boiling water
luisband came home suddenly on leave Hill aforesaid, bounded and described
reaching the advanced trenches.
Combine the Ingredients adding a moderate oven (170 degrees C-350
tnd 1 couldn't cook him a decent din as follows, to wit: Beginning at an
sufficient boiling water to make a degrees F.) After twenty minutes
All Types and Creeds
ner. We can't count on servants these hub in the center of the highway
leading from Houlton to Presque Isle
“ Men of all types and all creeds fre- days.' ”
dough that can be shaped into small raise the temperature to (205 degrees
at a point where the south line of the
jquent the K. of C. places and deeply
pones; or spread the mixture 1 inch C-400 degrees F.)
War work, the writer concludes, said town of Mars Hill intersects the
appreciate the efforts the organization
thick in a pan, and bake it in a mod Chocolate Cake:whether it is work in an office or in a said Highway; thence west along said
on this side of the Atlantic is making
erate oven.
south line of said Mars Hill to the
50 per cent Rice flour
hospital or in a factory, is teaching southwest corner of lot
numbered
in their behalf.”
Cornmeal Pancakes:50 per cent Barley Flour
women to be businesslike and orderly. eightv-five (85); thence north along
“
I
imagine
this
will
be
good
news
2 cups cornmeal
y2 cup fat
It is teaching them that if a thing has the west line of said lot eighty-five
for American mothers who have boys
2 cups buttermilk mixed with 3-4
2-3 cup sugar (about 4% oz.)
to be done at all. it is more pleasant (85) and lot numbered eighty-six ( 8 6 )
in the fighting,” he added. “ I was
to the center of said highway; thence
teaspoon soda
1 cup sirup (about 1 1 *£ oz.)
and infinitely easier to do it well than southeasterly along said highway to
surprised
at
the
excellent
conditions.
1 or 2 tablespoons melted fat
3 eggs
to do it badly. And above all, it is to the point of beginning; containing
The government has done wonders
2 teaspoons salt
94 cup milk
teaching women to be self-dependent, one hundred ( 1 0 0 ) acres more or less.
along this line and the Knights of
1 teaspoon salt
Vi cup flour
Now, therefore, the condition of
giving them the desire to make a suc
Columbus, the Y. M. C. A., the Y. M.
said mortgage is broken, by reason
2 eggs (one or both eggs may be
1 cup rice flour (5 oz.)
cess of whatever they undertake.
whereof said Houlton Trust Company
H. A. are helping materially.
omitted)
2 cups barley flour (5 oz.)
One of the hardest worked of the claims a foreclosure of the same, and
“
Hundreds
of
men
spend
their
spare
Mix the ingredients in the order In
6 teaspoons baking powder
gives this notice for that purpose.
time in K. of C. buildings, where there new order of women employes is the
which they are given. Bake the pan
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Houlton, Maine, July 17, 1918.
is ahvays a chaplain, good books and conductorette” of the motor bus.
cakes on a hot greased griddle.
1 teaspoon vanilla
HOULTON T R U S T COMPANY,
newspapers, athletic equipment and Her job is particularly nerve wearing
2 squares chocolate
By its Attorneys, Archibalds.
Rice Cakes:and physically hard. She is exposed 330
Cream the fat, sugar and egg yolk. various things to keep the hoys in
1 cup cold boiled rice
consequently, to all kinds of weather and she must
Add the sirup and mix well. Add al terested, amused, and,
Vi cup rye flour
be constantly climbing the winding
out
of
mischief.
ternately the liquid, and the dry in
2 teaspoons baking powder
“ I was interested in observing the stairs to collect fares from the pasgredients sifted together. Add flavVi teaspoon salt
engers on top. She must make change
oring andmeltedchocolate. Fold
in (dose co-operation between the big orV4 cup milk
in
the dark and punch a ticket for
well beaten egg white. Bake about
sanizations in the field
The K. of C.
1 egg yolk
every fare, and the fare, unlike that
one hour starting in a moderate oven and Y MA secretaries work hand
1 tablespoon molasses
ollected in the usual American city
Mix the ingredients In the order In (350 degrees F.-177 degrees C.) After in hand to accomplish the same re
street car, varies according to the dis
twenty
minutes
raise
to
(400
degrees
.
Sl,lts.
’
which they are given, and bake the
At the Victory convention of the su tance the passenger desires to ride.
F.-205 degrees C.)
cakes on a hot griddle.
In the rush hours she must handle
p re m e council to be held at the WalChocolate Cake:Buckwheat Waffles:j dorf. Aug. 6-7, surprising reports eov- urging crowds. All these enormous
75 per cent Buckwheat flour
194 cups buckwheat
lering the development of the Knights duties she performs wonderfully well,
25 per cent Ground Rolled Oats
3 teaspoons baking powder
i of Coiumubs work will he read, and at and the marvel of it is that the strain
y2 cup fat
3-4 teaspoons salt
the same time plans will be made to of the work doesn’t spoil her temper.
2-3 cup sugar (4% oz.)
1Vi cups milk
raise the big war fund of $50,1)00,000 But it is a rare sight to see a condue1 cup sirup
2 eggs, yolks and whites beaten
torette show irritation. As a rule she
to continue this work.
3 eggs
separately
is a cheery friendly little woman who
94 cup milk
1 tablespoon melted fat
gains the good will and admiration of
1 teaspoon salt
Mix and sift the dry ingredients,
j
He was standing at the window of
1 2-3 cups buckwheat flour
add the milk, the egg yolks and the
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
\
a
well know hotel in Maine, looking
Vz
cup
ground
rolled
oats
melted fat. Fold in the beaten whites
Whereas
Alfred
Somerville,
of
: out at tin1 flow and flux of humanity as
6 teaspoons baking powder
last, and cook the mixture on a hot
i it went by. ami watching with a mind Houlton, in the county of Aroostook
1 teaspoon cinnamon
waffle iron.
and State of Maine, by his mortgage
|fixed on the past. Many years ago he
2 squares chocolate
deed dated January 20, 1914, and re
Rye and Buckwheat Biscuits:*
|had gone away from t hat eity, then corded in the Aroostook Registry of
1 teaspoon vanilla
Vi cup rye flour
Cream the fat, sugar and egg yolk. only a town, and had come back to see Deeds n Vol. 271 Page 385, conveyed
Va cup buckwheat flour
to James S. Peabody the following
Add the sirup and mix well. Add al- he scarcely knew whom to see whom
described real estate, situated in the
1 teaspoon salt
ternately the liquid and the dry in- ! be mteht see as a matter of fact, and South Division of said Houlton, and
3 teaspoons baking powder
gredients sifted together. Add flavor- j
and prosperous and middleaged, being a part of that part of lot num
1 or 2 tablespoons fat
lying north and
ing and melted chocolate.
Fold in j be was
a
l ° st- and bewilder- bered sixty (60)
Water or milk to make a soft
well beaten egg whites. Bake about ed and a blt afraid maybe, only afraid easterly of the West Branch of the
Meduxnekeag Stream, viz. Beginning
•dough
one hour starting in a moderate oven °* ^ me and
changes instead of any on the east line of said lot numbered
Mix and sift the dry Ingredients,
(350 degrees F.-177 degrees C.) After one material thing, and he was just sixty (60) at a point ten ( 1 0 ) rods
put in the fat and add enough water
twenty minutes raise to (400 degrees ready to talk about it to keep from northerly from the north side of said
or milk to make a soft dough. Roll
being lonely. I guess, finally he said West Branch; thence following said
F-205 degrees C.)
the dough to Vi Inch thickness, cut
east line northerly five and one half
to no one in particular, “ I suppose the ( 5 y2) rods; thence westerly at right
and that means regular inspection by competent men.
We
the biscuits, and bake them In a hot Baking Powder Loaf Breads:- (Using
high cost of living is discussed here as angles with said east line twenty ( 2 0 )
shall be glad to inspect your battery free.
W e ’ll tell you its
NO W H E A T )
oven for 12 to 15 minutes.
everywhere. As I stand here and rods; thence southerly parallel with
exact condition and then— it is up to you.
Method: Mix the melted fat, liquid
think it over it seems to me that said east line five and one half (5
Everybody's Brown Bread (without fat
sirup
and
egg.
Combine
the
liquid
rods;
thence
easterly
to
the
place
of
or sugar) :•
the walls speak about it.
Over beginning.
There is no excuse for your neglecting your battery and run
And whereas the said
and well mixed dry ingredients. Bake
1 cup cornmeal
across there right in front of us is James S. Peabody by his assignment
ning up big repair bills when we make you such an offer. 1 oas a loaf in a moderately hot oven
Vi cup rolled oats
a big cotton mill, one of the largest dated January 26, 1914, and recorded
day is a good tune to take advantage of it.
(400 degrees F. or 205 degrees C) for
Vi cup dry bread crumbs
in the State. It is also one of the old in the said Registry in Vol. 283 Page
one hour or until thoroughly baked.
418 assigned said mortgage and the
W e can supply repair parts for any storage battery and 3
lVi teaspoons salt
est mills, but of course it grows in size
debt thereby
secured to
Houlton
Nuts,
raisins
or
dates
may
be
ad
1 cup sour milk
G o u ld Battery to fit the battery box on your car.
every now and then. My grandfather Trust Company, a corporation existing
ded if desired.
94 cup molasses
worked in that mill and so did my by law and having its place of busi
C .iu .' * ~-.tteries are used on practically all railroads
1 teaspoon soda
Oat And Corn Flour Bread:father and sister, so many years ago ness at said Houlton.
Now,
therefore,
the
condition
of
said
Vi cup nuts or raisins
50 per cent Ground Rolled Oats
that the American girls fought for jobs mortgage is broken, by reason where
(If desired)
50 per cent Corn Flour
there. I have heard my grandfather of the said Houlton Trust Company
Combine the first four ingredients.
94 cup liquid
tell how when he worked there he claims a foreclosure of the same, and
Mix the soda, the sour milk, and the
4 tablespoons fat
Bangor St., Houlton, Maine
went to work at 5.30 in the morning. gives this notice for that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, July 29, 1918.
m olasses and combine this mixture
4 tablespoons sirup
At 7.30 they had 30 minutes for their
H O U LTO N T R U S T COMPANY,
with the dry ingredients. Add the
2 eggs
breakfast; at 12 o’clock they had half^By Its Attorneys, Archbalds.
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WAR TIME RECIPES

PRAISE FOR K. C. WORKERS

ALL ENGLISH GIRLS
LEARNING TO COOK

Do Not Forget

;

to Pay your

ELECTRIC LIGHT
BILL

Before Saturday
Aug. 10

and save 12 1-2 per ct.
Houlton W ater Co.

IN THE OLDEN DAYS

ir

Prevent Battery Troubles
B efore They Start

Houlton Battery Service Co.

*

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1918

disease that is carried by potato seedJ calls it Phoma disease or Phoma stem 1
C A R D OF T H A N K S
had a larger share this year than blight. No suggestion for controlling ! We wish to thank our many friends
Several from here attended the
usual, much Maine-grown seed ap- the disease has been made, but manv|anc*
neighbors who ......
so . kindly
assisted«
‘ MIL!
....... 1 .1 _ A*.
Community Chautauqua at Houlton
parently being affected.
plant scientists are studying it at first us during the sickness and death of
,
, T1
. . .
, our beloved wife and mother.
Also
last week.
Another disease said to be entirely hand. I articular attention is being ! tor the beautiful flowers, some of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. new in this country, made its appear-1given to the place of origin of all seed which gave her so much pleasure in
ance in quite a number of potato *n helds that are affected, with hope her last days, and after death bore
George Grange. Smyrna Mills.
silent testimony of the neighbors’
LINNEUS
1
LITTLETON
w
i
l
l
'
patches, and while each hill attacked that il may be rooted out by quarantin- kindness towards her.
Rev. Mr. Wilson of Houlton
Mrs. Charlie Johnson is visiting relaS. I\ Adams who has been ill with
,.h,,..^h next was completely destroyed, its occur- in& tho see(i supply.
ALONZO CLARK,
tlves In Cary.
congestion of the lungs is much bet- » r<,“ h
the Baptlht ( h '” ch
MILES CLARK.
re:ice
was
not
frequent
enough
to
Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
h Hospitality Explained
MRS.
C ATHERIN E CLARK
Rev. B. C. Bubar is attending camp- , ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thomas and earn e serious loss. This disease apHENRY CLARK,
A 1*7. Clark, editor of The City Bul
meeting at Enfield.
Allie Jacques has been confined to
W IL L IA M CLARK,
son, Harry, spent Sunday with yjj. pears when the plant is about half
Miss Lola Henderson of Houlton is the house the past week by rheuma- and Mrs. Robert Powell, New Lime- £rown an(1 attacks the stem a few letin of Columbus, Ohio, was with a
HELEN CLARK.
132p
friend who was campaigning for the
visiting relatives here.
tism.
rick
inches above the ground. First the
lied Cross. The friend knocked at a
Miss June Bubar is visiting her sis
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Mr .and Mrs. Nanthaniel Reed of
Mr. and Mrs. Wellie Bonn of Smyr- stem shows a softening blight, then
door and a voice said, “ Come in."
ter, Mrs. Millard Moore in Houlton.
Whereas Viola M. French and Chris
Dyer Brook are visiting Mr. and Mrs. na, Mr .and Mrs. Fred Hotham, Mr. rottln8 sets >n and the stem decays
His friend tried the door, then topher C. French, both of Danforth,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ho E. B. Lilley.
and Mrs. Chester Hutchinson of Mon- Just above the ground.
Gardeners
in the County of Washington and
shouted,
“ It's locked!”
gan on Tuesday July 20th, a baby boy.
first appeared, supposed that
Miss Hazel Briggs w'ho has been in ticello, spent Sunday with Mr. and wh<*n
"Come in," repeated the voice, and State of Maine, by their mortgage
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Carr and Mrs.
deed dated August 5th, 1916, ard re
fhe affected stems had been bruised or
Boston for some time returned to her Mrs Emery Moore.
the campaigner replied:
Mayo of Houlton were in town Sun
corded in the Washington County
There
will
be
an
ice
cream
sale
at
erushed
in
cultivation
or
by
some
anihome on Friday.
"It's locked."
Registry in Book 320, Page 270, and
day.
mal, but as it spread, more careful
Mrs. C. B. Silver of Silver Mills, ar the Baptist Church, Wednesday night
recorded in the Aroostook County
"Come in."
Mr. Allan Adams and family of
investigations
were
made-.
These
re
Registry, in Yol. 289, Page 480. con
rived Friday for a visit with her sis Everyone invited, after which Hon.
"It's
locked."
Crystal, were guests of relatives over
veyed to William R Foss a certain lot
Charles Barnes of Houlton, will give vealed that where the tubers had
ter, Mrs. David Lunn.
At that point a woman put her head or parcel of land situated in said Dan
Sunday.
Cross farmed the1 rot of the stem (extended
Mrs. S. II. Berry who has been vis an interesting talk on Red
out of a window next door and said: forth the same being part of lots six
Mrs. Thos. Stewart is visiting her
into the ground and destroyed the po
work.
"There’s no one at home. Ycu’re (6) and Seven (7) according to plan
daughter, Mrs. Jas. Burbar and family iting at her son’s, L. P. Berry, return
tatoes and roots.
and survey of Southard and Bragdon,
talking
to the parrot.”
ed
to
Houlton
on
Tuesday.
in Smyrna.
recorded in Plan Book 3. Page 6 of the
R. C. Parker, manager of the Suf
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Byron spent Sun
The public will regret to know that
■
Washington
County Registry of Deeds,
“ PHOMA” HITS POTATOES
folk County Farm Bureau; Dr. WhetI being same premises deeded to said
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
day in Houlton with their daughter, our efficient patrolman, Roscoe Ting Disease Heretofore Unknown to This
0f Cornell University, and Dr. BurWhereas Julia B. Plourde of Silver I grantor, Viola M. French, by Otis E.
ley is ill with typhoid fever.
Mrs. Percy Rhoda.
Country Contributes to $1,000,000
rus of the Federal Department of Ag- Ridge PI.. Aroostook Co.. Maine
by Chamberlain reference thereto being
Mr. Frank Tingley and family of
Friends of Alton Titcomb will be
Damage to Crops in New York
rieulture, who have been studying po- her mortgage deed dated Nov.
1st. hereby made for a more particular
Ludlow spent Sunday with Howard pleased to know that he has been
Suffolk Co. Mass, last year produced tato pests and diseases on Long Isl- .
™<’°rdml in Aroostook Reg- description.
Also certain other real estate des
Tingley and family.
granted a 10-days furlough and will about 3,000,000 bushels of potatoes.lt and. agree that the damage to the crop v^ye*(1° t() 'Malvina A.'' i.udgate ' of ^Lucribed in said mortgage as all the
Mrs. Maria Bither is visiting in start for home Aug. 9.
is now estimated that half that out- jn the potato belt along the northern bee, Maine, and the said Malvina A. land they or either of them may own
Hodgdon with her grandson, Waldo
Friends of Mrs. Frank Griffith will put will be considered large this year, shore will amount to $1,000,000. and Ludgate by her deed of assgnment in the town of Weston, in the County
Stewart and family.
ct
be sorry to know' that she was obliged The potatoes came through the ground that half of this loss has been inflicted ^ated Jan. 19th. 1917 and recorded in , of Aroostook in said State, subject
vnicm.,1 in
.
,
TV
,
'
said Aroostook Registry of Deeds \ ol. [however to the rights ot B. C. Bubar
Corey Bubar returned last Thurs
to enter the Aroostook Hospital on in fine condition and flourinislud in within two weeks. Dr. Whetzel and 2S3. Page 248, conveyed to Houlton in and to a part of said premises by
day from Camp Devens, as he did not
the plentiful rains of early summer. Dr. Burrus are particularly interested Trust Co. of Houlton, Maine, and the; virtue of a certain lease and option to
Thursday for treatment.
pass the examination.
The top growth was strong, and while jn the new disease. Dr. Whetzel savs said Houlton Trust Co., by its deed of , purchase given by said grantors June
Mr. Marston, general supervisor of
•
Mr. and Mrs. Heald and daughter,
the bugs were about as expected there he has seen it on potatoes in Europe, assignment dated July 16th. 1918, and 6th. 1916. and subject also to the rights
Mrs. B. C. Bubar and baby of Dan- Highways, passed through town Mon was no serious damage to plantations but never before in this country. He recorded in said Aroostook Registry j of said grantee. William R. Foss, in
of Deeds Vo!. 283, Page 416, reconvey- said premises by virtue of certain
day on his way to the towrns in the
forth, were in town Sunday.
that had ordinary spraying care. This ^
ed to said Malvina A. Ludgate the mortgages he them held,
northern
part
of
the
county.
Miss Beryle Blackening of Stock
continued till about
July 1, when
following described parcel of land situ- j And whereas the said WTlliam R.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
holm, is visiting her grandparents,
ate in said Silver Ridge PI., Aroos- Foss.-by his deed of assignment, datMr. and Mrs. J. A. Wolverton were gardeners began to notice an occas
Whereas, Fred J. Fleming of Ox took Co. Maine, to wit: Lot numbered, ed June 15th, 1918, and recorded in
Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart.
called to Bloomfield, N. B. on Wednes ional' curled loaf, followed soon by
Messrs. Geo. and Roy Sharp, and day to attend the funeral of Mrs. Wol- browning at the edges. W’ithin a week bow Plantation, in tin* County of Seventeen in the second range of lots the Washington County Registry Vol.
Aroostook and State of Maim*, by his in said Silver Ridge PI.; also a certain i 333. Page 184, and in the Aroostook
families, spent Sunday with Wendall verton’s cousin, George Sweet.
the plants began to show signs of mortgage deed, dated October
23rd, Piece of lot numbered eighteen in j County Registry Vol. 283, Page 411.
Sharp and family in Houlton.
brown-edged 1911, and recorded in Vol. 259
Page ninge aforesaid, south ’of the road ; did sell, assign and convey to Henry
weakening
and
tin
Mrs. Minnie Briggs and daughter,
another we
we *k 33 of the Aroostook llegistrv of deeds, leading from the County road to the : H. Putnam said mortgage, the debt
Mrs. Harold Carver and children of
In another
Susie,
of South Lancaster, Mass., who leaves dried up.
did give, grant, bargain, sell and con- nerth line of said lot numbered -ev thereby secured, and all right, title
Charlestown are visiting with her
patches
that
had
been
attacked
were
ict land interest in the premises therein
vey unto William T. Libby and Isaac onteen including said -road
have been guests at the home of W.
mother, Rev. Florence Carver.
[described, acquired under and by virO. Briggs for the past wreek, returned brown and all the foliage dead. Ex- q Libby, both of said Plantation, a eighteen:
Misses Phyliss Bither and Willa
animation showed the under sides of certain piece of Real Estate, situated
And whereas the condition ot said tue thereof, to hold to him and his
home Monday.
covered with lice that in «aid Oxbow Plantation, being a part mortgage has been broken; now there- heirs and assigns forever.
Kincaid of Hodgdon spent last week
the leaves to lx* <
ondition of said
of Lot numbered Five (5). bounded fore, by reason of the breach of the
And whereas the eonditi
with Mr .and Mrs. Marvin Hannan.
The Ladies’ Aid will hold an ice
sucked all the lib* out ol the plants. an(j (h>S(.rjbed, as follows, to w it : Be- condition thereof I claim a foreclosure mortgage has been broken.
Mr. Elijah Tingley who has been cream and cake sale at the Grange The lice did not have a monopoly of ginning at tilt* North side of tin Aroos- of the said mortgage.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
visiting relatives in Vassalboro for Hall on Friday, Aug. 9, aprons will al potato destruction. Mosaic blight, a took Road, Twenty (2u» rods West of
July 29, 1918.
breach of the condition thereof. I, the
A L V IN A A. LUDGATE,
said assignee, claim a foreclosure of
Eva
Howe's line, thence MNortherly
the past month, returned last week. so be on sale. The public is cordially ____________________________
a*?*> said mortgage.
- --- .. ——— -------- -—
■
Sixteen (16) rods, thence Westerly By "Verdi Ludgate her atty.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Merrow, of invited to attend.
Dangorth. Me.. Julv 3.0th, 1918.
flATlIEC MflTU D D fifiD :1Vn(10) r0lls- then(,° Southerly SixWashington, D. C. are visiting Mrs.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
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H E N R Y H. P U T N A M
The Red Cross will meet on Thurs
v L U lilljiJ
IT lU in r lV U U r :
'teen (16> rods to said road, thenae
Merrow’s mother, Mrs. Sarah E. Bith
Whereas Ephraim L. Rediker of
Easterly Ten (10) rods to place of In
day, Aug. 8, at the- Grange Hall to
Have you thought about packing ginning: and whereas said William T. Woodland, in the county of Aroostook [
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
er.
organize a branch of the Red Cross those furs and woolens away for next Libbv and said Isaac O. Libby, for a and State of Maine, by his mortgage | Whereas Amos Lee. of Weston,
Mrs. Hattie Fowler of Madison,
and elect officers. All members of the year’s use? Are you sure that you will valuable consideration paid to them deed dated December 1, 1916, and re- , County of Aroostook. State of Maine,
spent last week with Orville Sawyer
Auxiliary interested should be pre find them in just as perfect a condi- by Will M. Junkins, late of Masardis corded in the Aroostook Registry of ( by his mortgage deed dated Decemand family and Mr. and Mrs. Will Ale- sent.
tion next fall as htey are now? You j,j said Countv, deceased, in his lib*- Deeds in Vol. 280 Page 112, conveyed j her 17th, 1916. and recorded in the
can be if you scatter
time, sell said'mortgage and the debt to Houlton Savings Bank, a certain ■Aroostook County Registry Book 295,
Goldrick.
'thereby securer to said Junkins and tract or parcel of land in said Wood- Page 46. conveyed to Dutton F. GilMr. and Mrs. Henry McClain and
Dist. Supt. J. W. Gray of Bangor
made an assignment thereof, dated land, described in said mortgage as patrick a certain lot or parcel of land,
will hold Quarterly Conference at M. two children of Calais, who have been
May 31st, 1913. recorded in Vol. 248, follows, to wit: “ Sixty (60) acres off together with the buildings thereon,
E. Church on Friday afternoon, Aug. visiting at L. P. Berry’s returned to
i Page 408 Vi’ said Registry, and because of the east end of lot No. one hundred |situate in Weston aforesaid and d*-sHoulton Tuesday to visit Mrs. Mc
lof an error in said assignment, said and three <lo3) Alfred's survey of said ! cribed as follows: to wit. being the
9th, at 2 P. M.
'w illiam T. Libby and said Isaac O. Woodland, excepting thirty (30) acres j North part of lot number twentyMrs. Frank McAtee of Hodgdon and Lain’s aunt, Mrs. S. H. Berry, a few
j Libby, by their assignment
dated previously conveyed to Amanda Jor- three (23). formerly in the town of
sister, Miss Frances McCluskey of days before returning home.
i.July istli. 1918 and recorded in Vol. dan from the south end of sixty acres, ! Bancroft, according to the survey and
Danforth, spent last Friday with Mrs.
:mS Page 17u of said Registry, did more particularly bounded as follows: 1plan of William Butterfield, being
At the regular meeting of Littleton
! make another assignment thereof, and Beginning at the s. e. corner of said ; same premises conveyed to Du ton F.
H. Edw. Kimball.
Grange on Saturday evening, 7 candi
sell and convey said
mortgage and Lot No. 1"3 and on the east line of Gilpatrick by Horace Magoon. Also
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. York and son dates were instructed in the 1st and
idebt to Maude" F. Junkins. as admin- said lot northerly forty (40) rods, j one other lot consisting of one acre
of Island Falls and Mr. and Mrs. 2nd. degrees. The next regular meet
istratrix of the estate of said Will M. thence westerly and parallel with the formerly a part of the above lot. being
Harry Stimson of Houlton were visit ing will not be held on account of the
I junkins, deceased, and whereas said , south line of said Lot. five (5) rods; same conveyed to said Gilpatrick by
(Maude F. Junkins, as administratrix ' thence northerly and parallel with the JCharles Tebeau:
ors in town Sunday.
services at the Campgrounds.
No need to send them to an elabor 'aforesaid, by her assignment, dated east line of said lot forty-three 143) | And whereas the said Dutton F
Mr .and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth of Smyrna
ate storage warehouse either; just lay Muly 22nd. 1*9Ls. and recorded in Vol. rods: thence westerly and parallel Gilpatrick by his deed of assignment
Mr. William Coperthwaite, a resi
them in a bureau drawer or wrap them ii’.ns Page 17') of said Registry, did sell, with the south line of said lot and ; dated January 3,nth. 1917. and recordMills and Miss Mabel McElwee of
dent of Littleton, died suddenly on in packing paper; the refreshing odor ■assign and convey to me. the under- , northerly parallel with the east line .ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
Houlton were Sunday guests of Mr.
Aug. 2nd. of acute indigestion, at the of Red Cedar combined with other ; signed, George \\\ Junkins. said m o r t - 'of said lot to tin* north line of said Vol. 295. Page
91. sold, assigned,
and Mrs. James H. Ruth.
home of his daughter, Mrs. Melvin proven moth preventatives insures gage and tilt* debt thereby secured and lot tin* two latter bounds to bo at such 'transferred and conveyed unto Edgar
At the M. E. Church on Sunday af
safety. Ravaging moths simply cant (all right, title and interest in and to
distances as that following tin* north B. Putnam said mortgage deed, the
Chase. Funeral services were held at come within inhaling distance.
ternoon, Rev. Harry Marr administer
'the aforesaid premises therein des-line of said lot to the N. E. corner of ,notes, debt and claim thereby secured
Monticello on Monday P. M., inter
Red Cedar Flakes save you the i cribed, acquired under and by virtue *aid lot and thence the east line of ( and all his right, title and interest by
ed the Baptismal service of six child
ment was in the Monticello cemetery. price of costly as well as bulky cedar 'of said mortgage, and whereas tin* said lot to the point begun at will; virtue of said mortgage in and to the
ren and tw’o adults, and received five
Mr. Coperthwaite was G4 years of age. (diests, which at their best, protect (condition of said'mortgage is broken. leave thirty (3,id acres in the north-[real es-ate therein described:
members ipto the church.
only the exposed surfaces, while Red 'now therefore by reason of the breach easterly end of said lot."
| And whereas tin* condition of said
He leaves to mourn their loss, 4 Cedar
Flakes
can
be
scattered 11hereof, I, said George W. Junkins.
Rev. B. C. Bubar closed his 6 weeks
Now,-therefore, tin* condition of said j mortgage lias been broken:
,
daughters and 1 son.
throughout each crevice.
I claim a foreclosure thereof and give mortgage is broken, by reason whereof | Now. therefore, by reason of the
evangelistic
campaign on Sunday
In convenient, and generous pack j this notice for the purpose of fore- said Houlton Savings Bank claims a ; breach of tin* condition thereof 1. the
night with 52 members added to the
ages 15c.
j closing it.
.foreclosure of the same, and gives said Edgar B. Putnam, claim a foi>
church. There were 23 baptised by
Sold only by
closure of said mortgage.
OAKFIELD
I
GEORGE W. JUNKINS.
'this notice for that purpose.
Mr. Bubar on Sunday afternoon.
Dated at Danforth, Me . August 1st.
: By his attorneys, Putnam & Putnam.
Houlton, Maine, August 2, 1918
Mr. Fred Corliss is home from Fort
1918.
Mr. A. G. Merritt of Houlton with
j Houlton, Maine, August 3rd, 1918. '
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK,
Slocum for a short furlough.
EDGAR B. PU TN A M
OAKFIELD, .MAINE
332 Bv its Attorneys. Archibalds.
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Mr. and Mrs. Amos Bither, Mr. and
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmamw m m m r
rtfm i ..
Mr .and Mrs. Robert Crandall have
Mrs. B. K. Burleigh, Mr. and Mrs. By
ron Bither, Mr .and Mrs. Bowman returned from a few days visit in
Gardner, spent Sunday in Forest City, Portland.

LUDLOW

SURROUNDING

TOWNS

J

L. A. BARKER

making the trip by auto
boat.

and motor

Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Ruth and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Baker motored to Houlton
During the thunder shower on Tues Sunday.
day afternoon July 30th, the large barn
Mrs. N. H. Martin of Fort Fairfield,
of Walter Tyrell on Bangor road was
was the guest Sunday, of Mr. and Mrs.
struck by lightning and burned, the
N. C. Martin.
barn was filled with new mown hay.
Mr. and Mrs. Doran of Fort FairMr. Tyrell was in Houlton at the time
but neighbors and friends were there field, were callers at the home of Loon
In time to save most of the farming Teed, Sunday.
tools and by tearing a shed down sav
.Air .and Airs. Lewis Lupin of Port
ed the stable and other buildings.
land were registered at tin* Commer
cial House this week.

EAST HODGDON
Airs. Caroline C. Alathews left Sat
Miss Speed of Danforth is the guest urday for a month’s visit in South
of Mrs. Elmer Weston.
Paris, Portland, and Boston.
Mrs. Alex. Cummings was the .guest
Airs. Ruth Leavitt and Airs. Barnof Mrs. John Grant, the week end.
ford left Alonday for Portland where
Mrs. B. Bell was the guest of her they will spend a few days.
sister, Mrs. Fred Barton, last week.
Mr .and Airs. Lewis Horton and son
Mrs. Kelley of Houlton was the
of Providence, R. I. are the guests of
guest of Mrs. Alice London the past
Mr. and Airs. F. H. Stimson.
week.
Mr. Charles Holden and family of
Mrs. L. B. Tracy was the guest of
Bangor
are the guests of Air. Holden’s
her daughter, Mrs. Della Eagers the
parents,
Mr. and Airs. A. O. Holden.
past week.
Air. O. P. Boutilier and Air. Fred
Mrs. Winfield Scott is spending
a few weeks with her father, Mr. Stimson and party made an auto trip
to Danforth and Grand Lake Sunday.
Perry Brown.
'

Mrs. Benj. Duff was the guest of
Subscriptions for the service flag
friends and relatives at Debec, N. B. which is to be displayed in the square
the past week.
are now beng taken at the Oakfield
A young son arrived at the home of drug store.
Mr .and Mrs. Gordon Rouse last W ed
Don’t miss the \ym. Fox production,
nesday, July 31st.
"Treasure Island’’ to be shown at
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of Houl Alartin’s Theatre on Thursday even
ton were the guests of their son, ing, August 8th.
Miles Smith recently.
Word has been received by Airs.
Mrs. John London spent last week Chas. Boutilier that her son, Sergt.
in Houlton the guest of her daughter, Vern Boutilier has been severely
Mrs. Maud Tompkins.
wounded in France.
Mrs. Osgood Smith of Houlton was
Aleetings of the Red Cross are to be
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Thos.
omitted through the month of Aug.
Callnan Jr., a few days last week.
All sewing and sweaters are to be
Quite a number from this place at passed in before Aug. 15th to Airs.
tended the lecture in Houlton Sunday Holden.
evening, delivered by our Gov. Carl
Milllken.
PREPARE

FOR

THE

HOT

They
Miss Lillian Brown was operated up but do their work thoroughly.
cleanse the bowels, sweeten the stomach
on for appendicitis at the Madjlgan and benefit the liver.
For indigestion,
Hospital last Thursday. She is doing biliousness, bad breath, bloating, gas.
T H E HATHEAVAY DRUG CO.

Thousands of our boys are going down into the trenches today—
clean-faced, determined, splendid young men—going there to
battle for you.
You can at least go down in your pockets for them.
There’s an army. Yes, a dozen armies—of stalwart, wind-bron
zed young men standing between you and the grizzly Hun.
These young fellows are giving their ease, their comfort, their
friends and homes, their bodies, the hope of life—giving for you
—for you.
You can at least lend yourjmoney for them? Prove your
patriotism with dollars.

WAVE

On account of Camp Meeting there
The hot sun is doubly dangerous if
will be no preaching service in the
there ls a mass of undigested food in the 1
Union Church, but Sunday School will stomach. Foley nthartie Tablets give 1
be held as usual.
prompt and sure relief. They act gently

as w ell as can be expected.

What Will Be Your Answer?

National W ar Savings Committee

ws.s.
WAR SAYINGS STAMPS
ISSUED BY THE.
UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

